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ABSTRACT 
 
Guidelines are fundamental in addressing everyday clinical indications and in reporting the current 

evidence-based data of related scientific investigations. At the same time, a spatial and temporal issue 

can limit their value. Indeed, variability in the recommendations can be found both among the same 

nation different scientific societies and among different nations/continents. On the other side, Garcia 

already published in 2014 data showing how, after 3 years in average, one out of 5 recommendations 

gets outdated (Martinez Garcia LM, Sanabria AJ, Garcia Alvarez E, et al. The validity of 

recommendations from clinical guidelines: a survival analysis. CMAJ 2014;186(16):1211–1219). The 

present document reports a narrative literature revision on the major international recommendations in 

lower limb venous and lymphatic disease management, focusing on the different countries guidelines 

trends and controversies from all the continents, while identifying new evidence-based data potentially 

influencing future guidelines. World renowned experts opinions are also provided. The document has 

been written following the recorded round tables scientific discussions held at the v-WINter 

international meeting (January 22-26, 2019; Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy) and the pre and post-meeting 

literature search performed by the leading experts.   
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SCIENTIFIC PROJECT RATIONALE AND AIM 

Guidelines are fundamental in addressing everyday clinical indications and in reporting the current 

evidence-based data of related scientific investigations. At the same time, a spatial and temporal issue 

can limit their value. Indeed, variability in the recommendations can be found both among the same 

nation different scientific societies and among different nations/continents. On the other side, Garcia 

already published in 2014 data showing how, after 3 years in average, one out of 5 recommendations get 

outdated (Martinez Garcia LM, Sanabria AJ, Garcia Alvarez E, et al. The validity of recommendations 

from clinical guidelines: a survival analysis. CMAJ 2014;186(16):1211–1219). 

Aim of the present document is to report a narrative literature revision on the major international 

recommendations in lower limb venous and lymphatic disease management, focusing on the different 

countries guidelines trends and controversies, while identifying new evidence-based data potentially 

influencing future guidelines. World renowned experts opinions are also provided.   

The document includes also the 5 best blind peer-reviewed free abstracts among the 64 submitted to the 

vWINter meeting. The abstracts have been selected by an international scientific committee of top 

experts who were blinded in the revision process and who scored the best five works after the authors 

related talk at the meeting.  

 

METHODOLOGY 

An international meeting dedicated to venous and lymphatics guidelines was held in Cortina d’Ampezzo 

(ITALY) on January 23-25, 2019. World renowned experts came from 41 countries of all the continents. 

Along the previous months, working groups were created on different topics. Every working group was 

composed by one under 40 years old involved in the phlebo-lymphology field and by 5 top experts of a 

specific topic. The under 40 prepared the sum up of the current international recommendations, guided 

by the 5 leading experts. The sum up was than presented at the meeting and extensively discussed 

among the experts first, involving the audience for further input in the final part of the dedicated 
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sections. All the discussion was recorded. In the three months after the meeting the present document 

was drafted.  

The document is divided in 11 sections, one per topic. Every section is divided in three chapters:  

1. international current recommendations 

2. significant new evidence-based data potentially influencing future recommendations 

3. sum up of the expert opinions, as discussed during the meeting and than expanded by the 

literature search after the same meeting.   

The material included in the document is in the form of a narrative revision of the literature performed 

by the experts and no systematic approach has been used. The intent of the present document is to 

transversally analyse the eventual heterogeneity in current international guidelines, assess the need of 

update the recommendations and to pave the way for further systematic revisions of global guidelines 

and related new evidence-based data. In any way the herein reported analysis is intended to alter the 

value of current guidelines, which represent the result of a systematic revision of the literature. At the 

same time, the related considerations are not presented as a substitute for the advice of a physician or 

other knowledgeable health care professional or provider. 

 

LITERATURE SEARCH AND SELECTION  

The under 40 vein and lymphatic specialists, together with and under the supervision of the world 

renowned experts involved in the different sections and reported in the authorship list, performed the 

literature search in PubMed, Embase, Cinhal, and the Cochrane library up to March 31, 2019. National 

experts from all the continents involved as “masters” of the different sections of the vWINter meeting 

and of this document were asked to identify the guidelines to be considered of reference for their 

geographical regions.  

The under 40 experts of the different 11 sections drafted a first manuscript following the discussion 

among the expert opinions held during the vWINter meeting. The international experts of all the 

sections reviewed and implemented the draft adding pertinent literature and opinions.  
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Criteria for search and selection of the quoted references were:  

• English Language 

• Indexed journals publications 

• No restrictions on the number of subjects enrolled in the study.  

In case of data coming from not indexed and/or from not English written journals, they were included 

only if considered of paramount value for the specific topic analysis. 

The chapters dedicated to the significant new evidence-based data that were included in all the 11 

different sections focused on the last 5 years publications.  

 

FINDINGS 

Despite the globally available and shared evidence-based scientific literature, heterogeneity can be 

found whenever comparing different guidelines of different countries and sometimes even of different 

institutions of the same nation. Recommendations for lower limb venous and lymphatic disease 

management should be updated more often and in a cooperative global way among different continents 

and related scientific societies. To the best of our knowledge, this document represents the only 

available attempt to assess homogeneity and actualization of the current guidelines in phlebo-

lymphology. The results of this international analysis could pave the way for a synergistic multi-

specialty and inter-society systematic and homogeneous update of the future evidence-based 

recommendations.  

 

SECTIONS (authors in brackets)  

1. Lower limb venous ultrasound 
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1. LOWER LIMB VENOUS ULTRASOUND 

 

MAIN TOPICS  

• Venous hemodynamics & ultrasound setting 

• Venous thrombosis  

• Ilio-femoral stenosis 

• Pelvic venous assessment   

• Post-op ultrasound follow-up 

 

ANALYSED GUIDELINES 

• GLOBAL 2011: International Union of Phlebology (UIP). Duplex Ultrasound Investigation of the 

Veins of the Lower Limbs after Treatment for Varicose Veins.1 

• USA 2011: Society for Vascular Surgery (SVS) and the American Venous Forum (AVF).2 

• USA 2012: AVF Multicenter assessment of venous reflux by duplex ultrasound.3  

• USA 2014: American Vein & Lymphatic Society (AVLS)(former American College of Phlebology, 

ACP) guidelines.4 

• SPAIN 2015:  Capitulo Espanolo de Flebologia Y Linfologia - Guías de Práctica Clínica en Enfermedad 

Venosa Crónica.5 

• EUROPE 2015: European Society for Vascular Surgery guidelines (ESVS).6 

• USA 2015: American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM) Practice Guidelines for the 

Performance of Peripheral Venous Ultrasound Examinations.7 

• LAT-AM 2016: Guias latinamoericanas de terapeutica para la patologia venosa.8 

• KOREA 2017: Ultrasonography of the lower extremity veins: anatomy and basic approach.9 

• SWITZERLAND 2017: Clinical and duplex ultrasound evaluation of lower extremities varicose veins 

– a practical guideline.10 
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• GLOBAL 2018: Management of chronic venous disorders of the lower limb. Guidelines according to 

scientific evidence. European Venous Forum (EVF), International Union of Angiology (IUA), 

Cardiovascular Disease Educational and Research Trust (UK), International Union of Phlebology 

(UIP).11 

• USA 2018: International Accreditation Center (IAC) Standards and Guidelines for Vascular Testing 

Accreditation.12 

 

CURRENT INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ANALYSIS 

1. Venous hemodynamics & ultrasound setting 

Among the analysed guidelines and consensus documents, there is a general agreement on performing 

the reflux screening in standing, using the transverse view for patency and diameter measurement and 

the longitudinal scanning for proper spectral analysis.1-12  

Yet, only sparse recommendations were found in favour of a standardized ultrasound parameters setting. 

The sample volume opening is left to the operator discretion and only the AVF 20123 and Swiss 201710 

practical guidelines specify a steering of < 60%. 

Flow augmentation is generally reported in the guidelines by means of Valsalva manoeuvre for proximal 

lower extremity and pelvic vein evaluation. Calf squeeze is usually suggested for distal vein assessment. 

Concerns with the standardization favour the use of pneumatic cuffs rather than manual squeezing. Yet, 

only the Swiss document10 includes also the active dorsi-flexion manoeuvre.  

While there is general agreement in recommending the evaluation of all the systems segments whenever 

looking for reflux, not all the guidelines include at which level the caliber measurement should be 

assessed (Tab 1.1) 
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 GLOBAL 
UIP 2011 

USA 
AVF/SVS 

2011 

USA AVF 
2012 

USA 
AVLS 
2014 

USA 
AIUM 
2015 

EUROPE 
ESVS 2015 

LATAM 
2016 

Switzerland 
2017 

Korea 
2017 

LOCATION - 3 cm 
below  

 
- SFJ 
- mid 

thigh 
- knee 
- mid-

calf 

Not 
Reported 

Not 
Reported 

At the mid 
thigh and at 
the knee is 
desirable 

Not 
Reported 

- 3 cm 
below SFJ 

 
GSV 
- mid 

thigh 
- knee 
- lower 

leg 
 
AASV 

-  Mid-thigh 
 

SSV 
 
SPJ 

Not 
Reported 

- 3 cm below 
SFJ 

- mid-thigh 
- knee 
- mid-calf 

Not 
Reported 

 

Tab. 1.1: Saphenous diameter assessment points location according to international guidelines.  

While there is general agreement in recommending the evaluation of all the systems segments whenever 

looking for reflux, not all the guidelines include at which level the caliber measurement should be 

assessed. Sapheno-femoral junction (SFJ); Great Saphenous Vein (GSV); Anterior Accessory 

Saphenous Vein (AASV); Small Saphenous vein (SSV); Sapheno-Popliteal Junction (SPJ). 

 

2. Thrombosis assessment 

Limited (2-points) or complete compression ultrasound have been recommended for the diagnosis of 

deep vein thrombosis (DVT) in several guidelines. In the evaluated consensus documents, protocols for 

deep venous thrombosis scanning are widely variable (tab 1.2). 

Only the AVF/SVS 2011,2 AIUM 20157 and Korea 20179 documents mention the distance between 

compression points along the vein to be used for thrombosis assessment, varying from 2 to 5 cm in the 

different indications.  

GLOBAL 
UIP 
2011 

USA 
AVF/SVS 

2011 

USA 
AVLS 
2014 

USA 
AIUM 
2015 

LATAM 
2016 

SWITZERLAND 
2017 

KOREA 
2017 

USA 
IAC 
2018 

All 
segments 

All 
segments 

Not 
reported 

- Common 
femoral 
- Popliteal 
- Symptomatic 
areas  

Not reported - Deep femoral 
- Femoral 
- Popliteal  
- Calf is 
recommended in 
specific clinical 
cases  
(e. g. prior deep vein 
thrombosis, venous 
ulcer) 

All segments - Common femoral 
- Sapheno-femoral junction 
- Femoral vein 
- Popliteal vein  
- Posterior tibial veins 
-Peroneal veins; 
- Additional images to document 
areas of suspected thrombus 
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Tab. 1.2: Anatomical location where international guidelines recommend compression ultrasound 

for venous thrombosis assessment.  

Only the AVF/SVS 2011,2 AIUM 20157 and Korea 20179 documents mention the distance between 

compression points along the vein to be used for thrombosis assessment, varying from 2 to 5 cm in the 

different indications. 

In 2018 the Society of Radiologists in Ultrasound published a consensus document pointing out the need 

of a standardized lower extremity DVT scanning protocol. In particular, the document recommended a 

comprehensive scanning (compression ultrasound, pulsed wave and colour Doppler) from thigh to 

ankle, with focus on specific sites, rather than a limited or even complete ‘compression only’ 

examination. The panel recommended to include at least two sites of colour and spectral analysis in the 

leg, not relying just on compression ultrasound.13  

Whether or not to include comprehensive duplex scanning of the calf veins is still a subject of debate. It 

points at the need for homogeneous protocols, not only for diagnosis, but also for treatment of DVT 

isolated to the calf. The indication for treating calf vein DVT is reported heterogeneously in the different 

guidelines.14-17 This has been analysed in the section of the present document dedicated to the 

anticoagulation session.  

Noteworthy, the panel recommended against ultrasound scanning in case of a negative appropriately 

sensitive D-dimer test with an unlikely pretest probability. The panel also emphasized the utility of 

performing another scan at the end or just after the anticoagulation period in order to establish a new 

baseline. On the other hand, repeated scans are not recommended during the treatment, unless 

symptomatic changes are reported. 13  

The panel also recommended to avoid the term “chronic DVT” in order to avoid potential overtreatment 

with prolonged anticoagulation. Instead, the term “chronic post-thrombotic change” should be used to 

describe fibrotic scars, trabeculae and wall thickening in deep veins after previous DVT.13  

Special attention should be paid to the assessment and management of superficial venous thrombosis. 

The International Union of Angiology/UIP/Central European Venous Forum 2012 Consensus 
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Document18 recommended an extensive scan of both the superficial and deep venous system in case of 

clinical suspect. Considering that a concomitant contra-lateral superficial venous thrombosis has been 

reported up to 25 % of cases,19 the same consensus recommended the scanning of both limbs.18  

 

3. Ilio-femoral stenosis 

Limited information is reported in international guidelines regarding standard assessment of the iliac 

and iliocaval venous segments, with indications coming mainly from sparse research studies. The main 

ultrasound features of ilio-femoral stenosis were recently systematized in a paper by Sloves as follows: 

1. Reduced vein diameters (common iliac vein<8mm; external iliac vein<7mm; common femoral 

vein<6mm) 

2. Bilateral asymmetric flow patterns within the common femoral and iliac veins 

3. Peak vein velocity ratio>2.5 

4. External iliac vein reflux 

5. Reversal of flow within the internal iliac vein may be indicative of ipsilateral common iliac vein 

obstruction.20 

Only AVF/SVS 20112 pointed at the possible use of IVUS with a grade 1B recommendation in patients 

with varicose veins and more advanced chronic venous disease to identify iliocaval and iliofemoral 

pathology.   

 

4. Pelvic venous plexus 

In international guidelines, indications are missing also regarding the pelvic system assessment. In 2017, 

Labropoulos published a dedicated protocol for assessment of inferior vena cava, left renal vein, iliac 

veins, ovarian veins, trans- and peri-uterine veins, and the tributaries of the internal iliac veins. The 

connection among pelvic floor and lower extremities are also scanned, focusing on the pelvic escape 

points. Valsalva and manual distal compression near the iliac fossa are used to elicit the flow, sometimes 

adding thigh compression.21 
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5. Superficial venous disease post-operative ultrasound follow up 

Just two of the analysed documents report a timeline for post-op ultrasound assessment following 

superficial venous treatment (UIP 20111 and LATAM guidelines2), with evident differences in the 

recommendations (Tab 1.3). 

 GLOBAL  
UIP 
2011  

USA  
AVF7SVS 
 2011  

USA 
AVLS 
2014 

USA AIUM 
2015 

EUROPE 
ESVS 
2015 

LATAM 
2016 

POST-OP 
TERM 

1-4 weeks 
technical success, 
thrombosis.. CHIVA 
second step 

Sonographic scan at 
24-72 hours to 
exclude endovenous 
heat induced 
thrombosis (EHIT). 
No other indications 
are reported. 
 
 

Not found Not found Not found 1 month 
Residual pathology 

SHORT 
TERM 
 

1 year 6 months 
Comparison with the 1 
M 
 

MEDIUM 
TERM 

2-3 years  
Too short for long 
term outcomes, but 
useful for early 
changes 

12 months 
Progression, new 
perforators, 
complication 
evolution 

LONG 
TERM 

5 years 
long enough for 
clinical recurrence 

18 months 
Disease evolution 

ALONG 
TIME 

10 years 
If possible. 

24 months 
If needed 

 

Tab. 1.3: Timeline for post-operative ultrasound assessment according to international guidelines.  

Just two of the analysed documents report a timeline for post-op ultrasound assessment following 

superficial venous treatment (UIP 20111 and LATAM guidelines2), with evident differences in the 

recommendations. 

 

SIGNIFICANT RECENT DATA RELATED TO THE MEETING DISCUSSION 

1. General venous hemodynamics 
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In 2011, the UIP1 document recommended the outer vessel wall was considered a reference point for 

diameter measurement, while in 2018 the DIAGRAVES study by the French Society opted for using the 

inner diameter.22  

Active dorsiflexion flow augmentation can produce significant different flow velocities compared to calf 

squeezing: a fact to be taken into consideration for homogenous data reporting.23 Steering of the sample 

volume and cursor alignment becomes particularly challenging for assessing tortuous perforating veins. 

In 2018, the current definition of perforator incompetence, based on an outward diastolic flow lasting 

more than 500 msec, was challenged by the introduction of a new Quality Doppler Profile software for 

perforating vein evaluation. This multi-gate scanning reported a sensitivity of the perforating vein 

incompetence of just 13.9%, with a specificity of 96.4%.24 

In the same year, Bechsgaard et al. published data supporting the use of another angle independent 

spectral analysis (vector flow imaging method) and reported an equally precise but far more accurate 

flow assessment than with routine duplex ultrasound investigation of perforating veins.25 

 

3. Ilio-femoral stenosis 

In 2016 one publication pointed out that the absence of flow phasicity is observed in 62.5% of patients 

with obstructions >80%. This means it cannot be considered the main parameter to report venous 

stenosis. The author proposed the velocity ratio >2.5 as the most accurate to detect >50% stenosis.26 

In 2018, Sloves et al pointed out that the definition of iliac stenosis in case of 50% caliber reduction or 

more, still used by many assessors, is to be abandoned because it is improperly derived from the arterial 

world.20 The venous pressure gradient (between proximal and distal segments) is not a good criterium 

either, as the pressure starts to increase already at 13% caliber reduction: another finding limiting the 

utility of this parameter in stenosis definition.27 Recently, Razavi et al28 demonstrated the 

appropriateness and better performance of IVUS compared to venography for proper evaluation of the 

lesion in planning potential stenting. In a similar way, Rossi et al29 demonstrated the utility of using 

IVUS as a guidance for stenting.  
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DISCUSSION  

Proper ultrasound setting is fundamental in order to report accurate values and to perform a 

homogeneous comparison in scientific investigations. A paucity of information is reported in the 

literature regarding in particular the setting of the sample volume opening, steering and cursor 

orientation. Future investigations should always report a homogeneous assessment methodology for 

proper data comparison. A standardization of reporting the augmentation manoeuvre, patient position, 

and time of the day should be mentioned as all these parameters may influence the ultrasound 

assessment.3 In 2006, the concept of proper beam alignment was stressed by the Society for Vascular 

Medicine and Biology guidelines, showing an underestimation of the assessed velocity whenever not 

positioning the cursor parallel to the vessel axis.30 Apart from steering, clear indications about where 

positioning the sample volume along the depth of a perforating vein are generally missing in the 

guidelines. Future guidelines should look for reporting a globally agreed scanning protocol, to guarantee 

the most accurate assessment and homogeneous reporting, additionally including the post-op follow-up 

timing. Last but not least, a clear standardization of the sonographic training, both for physicians and 

vascular technologists, in addition to the introduction of standardized reporting methods are mandatory.  

As mentioned above, a post/prestenotic velocity ratio >2.5 has been proposed as one of the criteria for 

significant iliac vein stenosis,29 yet such velocity ratio has not been validated as outcome measures in 

clinical trials and collateral circulation could keep the velocity ratio normal despite a significant 

obstruction. Raju introduced the concept of optimal outflow caliber by proposing specific values for 

diameter and area,27,31 but also these criteria have not been validated and their correlation with pressure 

values and clinical outcome is not clear yet. Interestingly, the use of IVUS was graded 1B in 2011 

AVF/SVS guidelines2 and was downgraded to 2C in the 2014 recommendations by the same group.32 

Validated tests for quantification of obstruction are still missing. Moreover, body position (lying vs 

semi-recumbent position) could significantly alter the outcome of obstruction assessment. This certainly 

needs further investigation. A globally accepted, standardized protocol for DVT scanning is still 

missing.  When looking within a single country, significant differences in related protocols are 
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identified. The timing of the ultrasound follow up after superficial venous thrombosis is also to be 

defined according to proper evidence and future investigations on this topic are encouraged. Proper 

terminology should be used in a uniform way in all the countries, particularly avoiding confusing terms. 

A global standardized ultrasound diagnostic DVT protocol, is needed in order to maximize the potential 

of this important diagnostic tool, not only to optimize the related therapeutic strategy but also to offer a 

reliable picture of the real incidence of the disease. A careful cost-effectiveness analysis should be made 

to evaluate the real need for duplex ultrasound scanning, in view of the enormous number of requested 

scans, often without proper indication. 

 

KEY MESSAGES 

• Proper global standardization of lower limb venous hemodynamics assessment is missing in 

international guidelines. 

• Perforating veins incompetence definition is not taking into consideration the net flow direction. 

• A proper definition of the minimum required training for ultrasound users is missing, so delivering 

heterogeneous quality data related to an operator-dependent assessment.  

• Validated tests for venous obstruction quantification are missing.  

• A globally accepted protocol for lower limb venous thrombosis screening is still missing.  

 

SUGGESTED RESEARCH TOPICS 

• Impact of different ultrasound settings in proper flow assessment in a hemodynamic lab. 

• Perforating veins net flow direction relationship with diastolic flow assessed by multigate analysis. 

• Identification of ultrasound tests for venous obstruction quantification. 

• Creation of a globally accepted protocol for deep and superficial venous thrombosis screening.  

• Report of hemodynamic data that must be assessed in a correct ultrasound investigation for 

homogeneous assessment, in particular of superficial venous system reflux recurrence analysis.33-37 
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• Identification of a cost-effective protocol for lower limb ultrasound venous screening in chronic venous 

disease.  

 

2. ENDOVENOUS SAPHENOUS ABLATION 

 

MAIN TOPICS  

• Thermal Tumescent devices 

• Non Thermal Non Tumescent devices 

• Endovenous Heat Induced Thrombosis 

• Thrombo-prophylaxis in superficial endovenous procedures  

 

ANALYSED GUIDELINES 

• AUSTRALIA 2010: Australasian College of Phlebology.38 

• USA 2011:  Society for Vascular Surgery (SVS) and the American Venous Forum (AVF).2  

• GLOBAL 2012: International Union of Phlebology (UIP).39 

• UK 2013-2016: National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE).40 

• EUROPE 2015: European Society for Vascular Surgery (ESVS).6 

• USA 2016: American Vein & Lymphatic Society (AVLS), former American College of Phlebology 

(ACP).41  

• LAT-AM 2016: Guias latinamoericanas de terapeutica para la patologia venosa.8 

 

CURRENT INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ANALYSIS 

Thermal tumescent saphenous ablation (TT) is recommended as first treatment choice for great 

saphenous vein (GSV) insufficiency in all the analysed documents, yet the grade of evidence varies 

significantly among the documents. On this topic it should be noted that AVF/SVS 2011 document was 

a pioneering one and currently in process for an imminent update publication.2   
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AVF/SVS 2011 recommended them with a 1B,2 while the UIP 2012 document upgraded them to 1A3 as 

the ESVS 2015 did.6 Yet, in 2016, AVLS guidelines gave a 1B indication to TT,42 while, always in 

2016, Latam guidelines gave a 1A to endovenous laser ablation and 1B to radiofrequency8 (Fig. 2.1).  

Interestingly, even more variability is associated with the indications for small saphenous vein 

treatment. While AVF 2011 recommend a high ligation with invagination stripping with a 1B grade,2 in 

the following year the UIP document indicates TT as the recommended treatment with a 1A grade.39 

Yet, in 2015, ESVS guidelines reported the same recommendation as 2B.6 The following year AVLS 

guidelines reported the recommendation to be 1B,42 while Latam guidelines didn’t mention laser, rather 

radiofrequency ablation, assigning a 1C evidence to it.8 In 2013 NICE guidelines are considering all the 

saphenous axis together, without making a specific analysis of the small vs the great saphenous vein 

(Fig. 2.2).40 

Innovative Non Thermal Non Tumescent (NTNT) devices have been recently introduced in the 

international guidelines. Yet a significant discrepancy can be noted in the different grade of evidence 

assignment. Both NICE 201340 and ESVS 20156 are reporting the need of more investigations on 

cyanoacrylate ablation before providing any recommendation, while Latam 2016 guidelines are 

recommending cyanoacrylate ablation with a grade 1C.8 The same need of further investigation was 

reported for Mechano-chemical ablation (MOCA) with Clarivein according to ESVS 2015,6 while the 

following year NICE40 included this procedure among the recommended ones for saphenous reflux 

treatment. Always in 2016, AVLS6 and Latam guidelines8 differed in the recommendation grade, 

assigning a 2B and 2A respectively. AVF/SVS 2011 recommended powered phlebectomy with a 2C,2 

while NICE is currently stating that evidence does not appear adequate to support this procedure,40 in 

accordance also with ESVS 2015.6 To the contrary, the same procedure has a 2C recommendation 

according to Latam 2016,8 where also steam ablation is reported as 2C (the only guideline reporting 

about steam ablation) (Tab2.1, Fig. 2.3). 
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Tab. 2.1: International recommendations for Non thermal Non tumescent saphenous ablation 

recommendations. Both NICE 201340 and ESVS 20156 are reporting the need of more investigations 

on cyanoacrylate ablation before providing any recommendation, while Latam 2016 guidelines are 

recommending cyanoacrylate ablation with a grade 1C.8 The same need of further investigation was 

reported for Mechano-chemical ablation (MOCA) with Clarivein according to ESVS 2015,6 while the 

following year NICE40 included this procedure among the recommended ones for saphenous reflux 

treatment. Always in 2016, AVLS6 and Latam guidelines8 differed in the recommendation grade, 

assigning a 2B and 2A respectively. AVF/SVS 2011 recommended powered phlebectomy with a 2C,2 

while NICE is currently stating that evidence does not appear adequate to support this procedure,40 in 

accordance also with ESVS 2015.6 To the contrary, the same procedure has a 2C recommendation 

 Australia 
2010 

USA-AVF 2011 Global UIP 
2012 

UK-NICE 
2013 

Europe ESVS 
2015 

USA AVLS 
(ACP) 2016 

LATAM 2016 

GLUE X X X Under 
evaluation 

Need more 
investigations 

X (2C) 

MOCA X X X Accepted as 
standard 
(2016) 

Need more 
investigations 

Mechanochemical 
ablation 
(Clarivein 
Device) may also 
be used to treat 
truncal venous 
reflux  
(2B) 

Clarivein  
(2A) 

OTHER 
TREATMENTS  

X Powered 
phlebectomy as an 
alternative to 
traditional 
phlebectomy for 
extensive varicose 
veins (2C) 

X Powered 
phlebectomy 
Evidence does 
not appear 
adequate to 
support the 
use of this 
procedure 
without 
special 
arrangements 
for consent 
and for audit 
or research. 

Steam and 
Powered 
phlebectomy: 
need more 
investigation 

X Steam (2C) 
TRIVEX (2C) 

GLUE IS 2C (LATAM), UNDER EVALUATION IN NICE AND EUROPE 
MOCA IS 2A (LATAM), 2B (ACP-AVLS), ACCEPTED IN NICE AND EUROPE 
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according to Latam 2016,8 where also steam ablation is reported as 2C (the only guideline reporting 

about steam ablation). 

 

Another discordance among guidelines can be found in the indication of performing the tributary 

treatment at the same time of the saphenous ablation. In 2011 AVF/SVS stated that staging was not 

making a difference, unless general anesthesia was used: in this last case staging is recommended (grade 

1B).32 Two years later, NICE recommended to perform the tributary treatment at the same time of the 

saphenous ablation40 an indication confirmed by ESVS in 2015 with a grade IIB.6 All the other analysed 

guidelines are not providing staging indications. Disagreement can be found also in the 

contraindications: while the Australian 2010 document is considering an acute SVT and an infection as 

a relative contraindication,38 the UIP 2012 consider the same conditions as absolute contraindications.39 

While NICE is considering the great saphenous vein extra-fascial location as a possible contraindication 

to TT,40 the other guidelines are not taking this aspect in consideration, with the exception of Latam 

2016 reporting tortuosity and vessel diameter as relative contraindications.8 No other guidelines apart 

Latam 2016 mention the vessel caliber as a contraindication.8  

Endovenous heat induced thrombosis (EHIT) is variably described among the guidelines too. The only 

ones reporting about it are the AVF 2011,2 UIP 2012,39 NICE 2013,40 ESVS 2015.6 While AVF/SVS 

2011 is recommending with a grade 2C post-procedural ultrasound scanning within 24 to 72 hours to 

exclude thrombotic complications,2 UIP 2012 states more evidence is needed before formulating 

recommendations.39 ESVS 2015 simply states that, whenever EHIT extends into the common femoral 

vein, it has to be treated as deep vein thrombosis.6 AVF is completing now a document dedicated to 

EHIT management and its publication is planned for the end of 2019.  

From the analysis of the literature, no defined agreed EHIT management strategy can be found.  

In the same way, no univocal indications can be found in the guidelines regarding post endovenous 

thermal procedures thrombo-prophylaxis. While Australia 2010,38 AVF/SVS 20112 and UIP 201239 are 

recommending against routine prophylaxis, only the last one reports a specific grade of recommendation 
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(1C).39 On the other side, in 2015, ESVS guidelines stated that more studies are necessary before 

formulating recommendations6 and in 2016 Latam guidelines indicate thrombo-prophylaxis with 

anticoagulation, but just for laser procedures and for under 40 female using hormonal therapy, for 

patients with heart/renal disease and in case of coagulation disorders.8  

 

SIGNIFICANT RECENT DATA RELATED TO THE MEETING DISCUSSION 

1-2. Thermal and not Thermal ablation  

In 2017 a meta-analysis related to great saphenous vein procedures with >5 years follow up reported 

that EVLA with and without ligation and high ligation with stripping (HL+S) had better anatomical 

success rates than ultrasound guided foam sclerotherapy (UGFS) (34% vs 88%, 88%, 83% respectively, 

P<.001). VCSS scores were not significantly different following EVLA and HL+S.42 In 2018 a 

retrospective analysis on 1811 RF and EVLA procedures reported no significant differences between 

occlusion rates of the two devices. EHIT was reported in 5.9% of cases, but, excluding the type 1, the 

percentage dropped down to 1.6%. EVLA was associated with a higher rate of thrombotic complications 

compared to RF (11.4% vs 7.7%, P=.007).43 No significant difference in occlusion rates, VCSS, AVQQ 

and median time to return to work were reported between RF and EVLA at 5 years also in another 2018 

prospective comparative cohort study.44 Always in 2018, it was pointed out how TT discomfort is 

mainly associated with the tumescent infiltration rather than the device itself, thus making the NTNT 

option appealing even if yet requiring proper validation in the comparison with TT.45  

In 2017, the American Vein & Lymphatic Society (formerly American College of Phlebology), 

published a consensus document on the anterior accessory saphenous vein indicating RF or EVLA or 

ultrasound-guided foam sclerotherapy to treat symptomatic incompetence (Grade 1C).46 

In 2016, Bozkurt compared EVLA with a new cyanoacrylate reporting no significant difference in 

occlusion rates, with a faster procedural time and a smaller peri-procedural pain following glue use.47 In 

2017, a systemic review on MOCA with Clarivein analysed the data coming from 1521 treatments, 

reporting an 87% occlusion rate at 3 years, concluding that the technique is an effective GSV treatment, 
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but with clinical results dropping over time.48 In 2018 the 2 years follow up comparison between RF and 

cyanoacrylate was published, reporting no significant differences in terms of occlusion rates (95.3% vs 

94%), symptoms and quality of life.49 A randomized comparative trial comparing MOCA and RF 

demonstrated less post-operative pain with MOCA, but more hyperpigmentation compared with RF. 

MOCA has also been associated with more anatomic saphenous recanalizations, yet with a faster 

improvement in VCSS compared to RF. These data point out the potential bias of the differently 

performed tumescent anesthesia, potentially impacting the peri-operative pain, while they also highlight 

the relative importance of the anatomical failure in relation to the clinical improvement. Indeed both 

MOCA and RF showed overlapping clinical results at 2 years.50 The same concept is sustained by a 

recent publication comparing MOCA with EVLA and RF and showing that the great saphenous vein 

occlusion at 1 year is significantly higher with EVLA and RF compared to MOCA, but with no 

significant differences in the quality of life among the three procedures.51 

An abstract reporting just 6 months follow-up results of a randomized comparative trial involving 

MOCA and EVLA showed no significant differences in terms of anatomical success, with a better 

procedural and post-procedural pain control following MOCA.52 In 2018, 1 year follow up data were 

reported following MOCA Flebogrif technique, in 172 GSV and 28 SSV treatment, with an occlusion 

rate of 92%.53 As reported in a systematic review in 2017, looking at the evidence based data on MOCA 

and glue, these new techniques are promising as alternative TT, but still requiring high-quality 

randomized trial assessing their performance in comparison with well-established procedures.54 In 

conclusion, a randomized clinical trial involving cyanoacrylate, RF and EVLA showed no significant 

difference at 2 years (cyanoacrylate 92.6%, RFA 90.9%, and EVLA 91.5%, p = .89). Peri-procedural 

pain was lower using glue, but complication rate was similar among the 3 techniques. VCSS score was 

lower at 6 months and 2 years in the glue group (P<.001).55 In terms of staging eventual phlebectomies, 

in 2016, simultaneous RF ablation and transilluminated powered phlebectomy vs staging the same 

procedures demonstrated better outcomes in terms of VCSS.56 In 2017, a literature review pointed out 

the better short-term and better to equivalent long-term results of combined endovenous saphenous 
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ablation and phlebectomy.57 The analysis of the most recent publications also showed that chronic 

venous insufficiency treatment should not be held just because of age.58  

A recent publication compared cyanoacrylate glue and EVLA demonstrating a faster procedural time 

and less periprocedural pain in the glue group, with no significant difference in the occlusion rate and in 

the quality of life. It should be noted that the follow-up was of only 1 year.59-60 

 

3. EHIT 

The analysis of 6707 TT procedures showed a EHIT incidence of 3%, with pulmonary embolism in just 

0.03% of cases.61 In 2017, the comparison between TT procedures performed in anticoagulated vs not 

anticoagulated patients showed just a minor difference in terms of EHIT incidence: 0.3% vs 0.9% at 3 

days respectively (P=.016).62 

 

4. DVT prophylaxis in TT procedures 

The lack of significant evidence on the DVT prophylaxis after TT procedures was nicely pointed out by 

Nyamekye in 2018. The author also stressed out the difficulty in realizing a proper investigation on the 

topic considering the extremely rare occurrence of thrombo-embolic events following these 

procedures.63 

 

DISCUSSION  

Superficial chronic venous disease treatment has been enriched with a significant number of new 

technical options in the last 2 decades. Yet, clear indications and related global homogeneity is still 

lacking in the literature. A major point to look at in the future investigations is the need of a proper risk 

stratification by means of dedicated scores. 

Another major missing point is the duration of the anticoagulation in case the prophylaxis has been 

indicated. As demonstrated by Sweetland, the post-operative risk of a day-case procedure stays raised up 

to 10 times for the post-operative following 6 weeks, so making the single shot prophylaxis potentially 
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inefficient.64 Currently, at least 1 week of anticoagulation is suggested for patients at risk. Yet, 

according to Goodyear, in patients at high risk such as the ones with previous DVT or known 

thrombophilia, a prophylaxis lasting up to six weeks should be taken into consideration.64  

Proper reports comparing the performance of different devices and techniques in large or extremely 

superficial refluxing saphenous axis are still missing,66 together with detailed analysis of the several 

possible histologic consequences of thermal ablation.67-69 On the histology topic, two interesting papers 

showed that radial fibers don’t damage the wall by contact, rather by a deep uniform coagulation injury, 

proportional to the energy level.70,71 In case of holmium laser use, a hyalinization process has been 

demonstrated, with endothelium lining sparing and media elastic fibers fragmentation.72 Another major, 

usually underestimated, topic in saphenous incompetence treatment is the cost-effectiveness, particularly 

considering the almost overlapping performance of the different devices. In UK, a recent cost-analysis 

considered radiofrequency as the most cost-effective one, followed by MOCA, EVLA, HL+S, glue and 

foam.73 

In case of ulceration, the most cost-effective approach resulted to be surgical vs just compression, while 

not enough data regarding the other techniques are available.74  

A detailed cost-effectiveness analysis should also include the EHIT sonographic surveillance and the 

real clinical need of it, considering the extremely low incidence of this complication. A major step 

forward must be taken in future researches by identifying the most meaningful post-procedural key 

outcome measures, so to provide homogeneous data collections. Indeed occlusion rates and 

hemodynamics parameters require integration with quality of life measurements. Yet only AVVQ, 

CIVIQ and VEINES-QoL/Sym are considered thoroughly validated, with the AVVQ and CIVIQ having 

been investigated just by their creators with involvement of just local populations. Only with proper 

technical and patients reported outcome will be possible to objectively quantify the success of the 

indicated procedure.75 In 2018 data showed that comparison of different techniques without including 

specific hemodynamic details, such as the incompetence of the ilio-femoral tract, could lead to the bias 

of a heterogenous assessment, thus stressing the importance of both a sonographic and clinical proper 
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report.76 This concept has been properly highlighted in a 2019 editorial, requesting proper endovenous 

registry and uniform data collection.77 

 

KEY MESSAGES 

• International recommendations in endovenous saphenous ablation are heterogeneous, particularly for 

Small Saphenous Vein treatment.  

• Thrombo-prophlyaxis after endovenuos procedures is lacking evidence-based international 

recommendations.  

• International recommendations in EHIT management are sparse and heterogeneous.  

• Different techniques for saphenous ablation are not compared in homogeneous reflux patterns, so 

introducing potential bias.  

 

SUGGESTED RESEARCH TOPICS 

• Small Saphenous Vein and Anterior Accessory saphenous vein endovenous ablation techniques. 

• Perioperiative thrombo-prophylaxis in endovenuos saphenous ablation.  

• EHIT management.  

• Homogenous reflux pattern analysis for different endovenous techniques comparison.  

• Cost-effective analysis of the different procedures, based not just on anatomical occlusion rates, but also 

on patient reported outcomes.  

 

3. BANDAGING, ADJUSTABLE COMPRESSION WRAPS, INTERMITTENT PNEUMATIC 

COMPRESSION  

 

TOPICS 

• Bandaging in venous ulcer 

• Adjustable compression wraps (ACW) 
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• Intermittent Pneumatic Compression (IPC) 

 

ANALYSED GUIDELINES 

• USA 2014: Society for Vascular Surgery and the American Venous Forum (SVS/AVF).32 

• EUROPE 2015: European Society for Vascular Surgery (ESVS).6 

• ITALY 2016: Italian society of Phlebology-Italian Society of Vascular and Endovascular Surgery (SIF-

SICVE).78 

• LATIN AMERICA 2016: Guias latino americanas de terapeutica para la patologia venosa.8 

• UK 2018: NICE guidelines.79 

• EUROPE 2018: Indications for medical compression stockings in venous and lymphatic disorders.80 

• GLOBAL 2018: European Venous Forum (EVF), International Union of Angiology (IUA), 

Cardiovascular Disease Educational and Research Trust, International Union of Phlebology (UIP).11 

• GERMANY 2018: Guidelines on intermittent pneumatic compression. German Society of 

Phlebology.81 

• USA 2019: Compression therapy after invasive treatment of superficial veins.82 

 

CURRENT INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ANALYSIS 

1. Bandaging in ulcer care 

In all the analysed guidelines no definitive data indicated the superiority of a bandaging technique over 

another (spiral, figure of eight, circular).  

The AVF/SVS 201432 guideline indicated superiority of multicomponent compression bandage over 

single component for venous ulcer treatment with a grade 2B recommendation, yet the 2016 Latam8 

guidelines pointed out that there was no evidence supporting a compression modality over another. The 

2018 UIP/IUA/EVF11 document supported the use of multicomponent vs single component bandages, 

yet, in the same year, NICE79 recommended to tailor the bandaging modality to the patient, favouring 2-

layer vs 3-4-layer bandage, since the 2-layer system was more practical in mobile subjects. In 2019, the 
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SVS/AVS/AVLS document supported once again the multilayer option.82 

The SVS/AVF 201432 recommendation graded the role of compression in reducing the ulcer recurrence 

risk as grade 2B. The following year ESVS reported a 1B indication for the same venous ulcer 

recurrence risk reduction.6 One year later, Latam reported a 1A8 recommendation on the same topic. No 

significant literature was found to justify such upgrade. The recommendation for compression in ulcer 

recurrence reduction was scored as 1A also by the European guideline in 201880 (Fig. 3.1). 

The 2019 SVS/AVF82 guideline recommended not to use compression whenever ankle pressure was less 

than 60 mmHg (grade 2C), in accordance with the 2014 guideline.32 Nevertheless, despite the time 

lapse, the recommendation level has remained 2C.  

The European 2018 guideline80 reported a minimum systolic ankle pressure of 70 mmHg rather than 60 

mmHg, but no specific recommendation grade was provided. 

 

2. Adjustable compression wraps (ACW) 

ACW has been reported as a possible alternative since the SVS/AVF 201432 guideline report. The 2015 

NICE reported that Juxta Cure use was associated with a reduction in wound size, healing rate and 

quality of life improvement.83 

In the same year, ESVS6 stated that ACW represented a viable alternative to traditional bandaging and 

that adding an elastic component seemed to be more effective.  

In 2018, the UIP/IUA/EVF guideline11 included ACW, pointing out its higher safety profile compared 

to an elastic bandage. The same was reported in the SVS/AVF 2019 document.82  

 

3. Intermittent Pneumatic Compression (IPC) in addition to compression therapy 

The SVS/AVF 201432 guideline recommended IPC in venous ulcer treatment with a grade 2C 

recommendation in patients where other compression options were not available or had failed.  

The following year ESVS6 provided a 1A recommendation in its use for symptomatic relief in C3-C6 

chronic venous disease patients for whom standard methods were not indicated or had failed. A 6 
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months period with standard methods was recommended with a IIaB level of evidence. The 

SVS/AVF/AVLS 201982 document recognized a key role of IPC in correcting elevated venous pressure 

in ulcer patients.  

According to the NHS 2017 “Intermittent Pneumatic Compression Therapy Guide”, a protocol of 30 

min to 1 hour twice per day at 30-50 mmHg should be used for venous ulcer patients, while for 

lymphedema the time range should be between 30 min and 2 hours, 2-4 times per day, at 40-60 

mmHg.84 

According to the 2018 German Guideline,81 in case of venous ulceration, the protocol was of at least 1 

hour per day, at least 3 times per week, at 40-50 mmHg. 

While the UIP/IUA/EVF 201811 document reported that there is some limited evidence that IPC may 

improve ulcer-healing when added to compression bandages, the German guidelines,81 in the same year, 

highlighted this benefit, specifying that its effect is particularly evident in immobile patients, with 

edema and morbid obesity.  

Already back in 2010 Lee BY demonstrated the anti-coagulation effect associated with IPC at the lab 

evaluation by thromboelastography.85  

Yet these guidelines are not commenting the eventual need of adding IPC to the standard 

anticoagulation. The same indication is given by the American College of Chest Physicians for non 

surgical critically ill patients, but just with a grade 2C.86  

 

SIGNIFICANT NEW DATA RELATED TO THE MEETING DISCUSSION 

As pointed out in a recent publication by Mosti,87 compression offers an example of the fragility of the 

currently available so called “evidence-based data”. Indeed, even if compression is considered a key in 

chronic edema treatment, specific data regarding materials, pressure levels and protocols are either 

lacking or sparsely provided.  

The real need of high pressure levels for edema management is questionable, leaving the possibility to 

control edema with lower compression levels.88   
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On the other side, it was demonstrated that interface pressure of around 40 mmHg can effectively reduce 

chronic edema, while allowing good patient compliance by means of ACW use. 89-90 

In terms of edema treatment, 23-32 mmHg graduated compression stockings and elastic kits 

demonstrated to be almost as effective as rigid bandaging.91-93 

Back in 2012 it was demonstrated that arterial impairment was not a contraindication to compression 

therapy. It could actually be beneficial by using short stretch bandaging not exceeding a 40 mmHg 

resting pressure, once a proper patient evaluation and ankle-brachial index (>0.5) determination have 

been done.94  

This aspect was recently pointed out also with short stretch bandaging in mixed-ulcers.95  

Looking at the venous ulcer healing, in 2018 a meta-analysis evaluated 1437 patients reporting no 

significant difference between 4 layer and 2 layer bandaging.96 

Going back to the 2012, Cochrane review on compression for ulcer stated that, increases healing, 

multicomponent systems are more effective than single-component, particularly if containing an elastic 

bandage. Moreover, two components seem to perform as well as 4 component and high-pressure 

graduated stockings demonstrated to be associated with a better result than short stretch bandages.97  

Yet, in 2015, as already reported also by the same Cochrane analysis, Partsch pointed out that these 

results are confounded by the skill and experience of the bandagers and that proper assessment of 

interface pressure and stiffness should be included for data homogeneity.98  

Back in 2005, Blecken and Villavicencio reported the superiority of ACW compared to a 4 layer elastic 

bandage in ulcer healing.99  

A prospective randomized comparative trial compared ACW versus inelastic multi-component bandages 

for leg lymphedema, demonstrating a significantly more pronounced reduction in volume in favor of 

ACW, with an improvement in clinical outcome associated with the autonomous handling of the 

compression.91 The potentials of ACW in edema management have been recently pointed out in the 

2018 Benigni investigation reporting the superiority of this compression option in lower limb volume 
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reduction, compared to short stretch bandage.100 The effectiveness of ACW in edema management 

compared to the multilayers compression bandages was reported this year also at the upper limb level.101  

IPC has demonstrated its effectiveness in lower limb volume reduction too102 and recently it also 

demonstrated its potential use in preventing minor amputations for arterial disease, with a significant 

improvement in rest pain and amputation-free survival.103,104 

A just published investigation reported how both sequential and single-compartment compressions are 

able to increase tissue oxygenation, with a significantly higher effect using the multi-chamber device.105   

On the thrombo-embolism side, in 2016 Cochrane106 analysis showed a benefit in adding IPC to 

pharmacological thrombo-prophylaxis in high risk trauma and surgical patients, while, in 2019, New 

England Journal of Medicine underlined no significant benefit in adding IPC in critically ill patients 

already covered by drugs for venous thrombo-prophylaxis.107 

 

DISCUSSION  

All the current recommendations in compression are properly based on the GRADE system. Yet, future 

investigations should focus on sound data, so to avoid a lot of redundant work and inappropriate 

grading. 

For example, comparing 1 and 3 weeks of thrombo-prophylactic stockings (<20 mmHg) use after 

venous surgery108 or comparing thrombo-prophlyactic stockings with no compression after foam 

sclerotherapy at the thigh108 has been considered a minor evidence, based on the fact that the pressure 

level is too low. Considering these evidence as valuable inside the GRADE leads to the risk of 

inappropriate recommendations.  

Another example is offered by the SOX trial whose results downgraded the recommendation of 

graduated elastic stocking for post-thrombotic prevention abruptly in the grading system, despite the 

multiple bias included in the investigation, such as the delayed use of compression, the lack of proper 

compliance assessment, the use of placebo stockings that could have actually had an effect on edema 

and inflammation and the use of different anticoagulants.110,111 The importance of knowing the 
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compression dose and mode becomes particularly evident when analysing multicomponent bandages 

that are usually erroneously considered elastic, while actually inelastic at the stiffness measurement.112  

There are two main compression effects: edema and inflammation reduction on one side and a 

hemodynamic effect on the other side. A hemodynamic effect requires a vein narrowing, which requires 

a high pressure. Edema reduction can be obtained also with minor pressure. 

Future guidelines should specify the dose and mode (stiffness) of compression. The dose of the resting 

pressure can be low (<20 mmHg), medium (20-40 mmHg) or strong (40-60 mmHg). The compression 

mode, expressed as static stiffness index (SSI), related to working pressure can be expressed as elastic 

(SSI<10) or rigid (SSI>10).113,114  

The involved experts of this session pointed out the need of having future investigations reporting at 

least the interface pressure measurement at B (ankle behind the inner malleolus) and B1 (tendinous part 

of the medial gastrocnemius muscle turns into the muscle), the static stiffness index in B1 and the 

compliance assessment. Compliance report remains a main issue to be solved in compression science 

and the use of properly validated devices to measure both interface pressure and compliance is strongly 

recommended by the panel.  

Last but not least, the panel points out that a careful analysis of the current contraindications to 

compression should be performed. Indeed current contraindications such as arterial impairment can 

actually represent good indication in properly identified clinical scenarios, as reported in the above 

mentioned literature.  

Specifically considering IPC, the literature analysis underlines the need of proper standardization for the 

used protocols and related devices. Moreover, concerns have been already reported regarding the proper 

use of the same devices. In 2002 Corwell for example demonstrated that only 19% of trauma patients 

were using IPC properly,115 while Maxwell data pointed out up to 52% cases of IPC misuse.116 Thus, a 

proper standardization of the protocols and of the devices, together with a reliable patient compliance 

assessment, is highly needed in order to assess the clinical and health-costs benefits associated with IPC 

use.   
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Cost-effectiveness seems to be a potential significant benefit in the use of ACW, with preliminary 

evidence suggesting a saving of 61.88 £ per week compared to bandage in wound care management.117 

Despite ACW interface pressure measurement have been already reported,91,118 it’s fundamental to have 

future investigations including this data, together with the associated stiffness index, so to better 

understand both the compression pathophysiology and the potentials of the same device, moreover 

guaranteeing homogenous data comparison.  

Indeed, the main issue with different compression modalities comparison remains the lack of report of 

the same compression dose (interface pressure measurement) and mode (stiffness). Empirically, world 

renowned experts agree that all the compression modalities, including bandaging, ACW, IPC and 

graduated elastic stockings are of great benefit for the patient and need to be properly known by the 

healthcare professionals. At the same time, future investigations need to be properly designed, including 

assessments of compression features, so making the data valid in term of homogeneity, standardization 

and reproducibility.  

 

KEY MESSAGES 

• The lack of compression dose specification (interface pressure measurement) represents a major bias in 

the current literature. 

• No clear recommendations are provided in favour of one type of bandage over another and/or over other 

modalities of compression. 

• International guidelines are recognizing safety and efficacy of adjustable compression wraps.  

• Intermittent pneumatic compression demonstrated anti-coagulation effect in the lab, but guidelines are 

not commenting on the need of adding it to standard anticoagulation. 

 

SUGGESTED RESEARCH TOPICS 

• Randomized trials comparing bandaging, adjustable compression wraps and intermittent pneumatic 

compression. 
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• Randomized trials comparing different intermittent pneumatic compression protocols. 

• All the future research in compression should include the report of the assessed interface pressure in B 

(ankle point of minimum girth) and B1 (area at which the Achilles tendon changes into the calf muscles) 

points, together with the static stiffness index, so to avoid heterogeneous compression doses 

comparisons. 

 

4. GRADUATED ELASTIC STOCKINGS 

 

TOPICS 

Graduated elastic stockings (GCS) compression in: 

• Venous symptoms & signs control 

• Ulcer healing and recurrence 

• Venous thrombosis 

• Post-procedural 

• Flying/Long travel 

• Pregnancy 

 

ANALYSED GUIDELINES 

• USA 2011: Society for Vascular Surgery and the American Venous Forum (SVS/AVF).2  

• UK 2013: NICE guidelines.40 

• EUROPE 2015: European Society for Vascular Surgery (ESVS).6 

• LATIN AMERICA 2016: Guias latinamoericanas de terapeutica para la patologia venosa.8 

• GLOBAL 2018: European Venous Forum (EVF), International Union of Angiology (IUA), 

Cardiovascular Disease Educational and Research Trust, International Union of Phlebology (UIP).11 
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• EUROPE 2018: Indications for medical compression stockings in venous and lymphatic disorders: An 

evidence-based consensus statement.80 

• USA 2019: Compression therapy after invasive treatment of superficial veins.82 

 

CURRENT INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ANALYSIS 

 

1. Venous symptoms and signs control 

NICE40 recommends not to offer GCS to treat varicose veins, unless interventional treatment is 

unsuitable. Interestingly, this British indication is the opposite practice than the one followed in USA119 

where at least 3 months of GCS use are requested before being eligible for an interventional treatment.  

Even more interestingly, according to the same USA AVF/SVS 2011 guidelines, compression is 

recommended (Grade 2C) as therapy for sympatomatic varicose veins, but not as the primary treatment 

if the patient is candidate for saphenous ablation (Grade 1B).2 

Both the British and American indications represent an indirect recognition of the still beneficial use of 

GCS compared to no use in case of procedural unfeasibility and evitability, respectively.  

ESVS 20156 document recommends GCS as definitive treatment in patients who can not be operated, 

with a grade 2bC, so agreeing with NICE indication.40  

GCS use in venous disease symptoms control has been recommended with a grade 2C from AVF/SVS 

2011,2  while it was significantly upgraded to 1B from 2015 ESVS6 and 2018  European80 guidelines. 

These last ones extended the indication of GCS use for venous symptoms control not just for varicose 

veins patients, but also for healthy individuals at risk of swelling. 

Latin America guidelines8 are the only ones giving indications to different compression levels, based on 

CEAP classification and on varicose veins diameter.  

European 201880 guidelines recommend GCS also for improvement of skin changes such as 

lipodermatosclerosis with a grade 1C.  
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2. Ulcer healing and recurrence 

In 2011 AVF/SVS2 recognized a grade 1B to compression in ulcer healing. In 2015 ESVS6 graded the 

same indication always as 1B, but specifying the use just of bandages, while, in 2018, the European 

guidelines reported a 1A.80 The following year, SVS/AVF/AVLS went back to a 1B for the same 

indication.82  

Latin America guidelines8 points out the importance of compression in general for ulcer healing, 

including both bandaging and 30-40 mmHg GCS, with no specific grade of recommendation.  

The pressure level was reported also by ESVS 2015,6 but at the higher level of at least 40 mmHg.  

AVF/SVS 20112 and European 2018 guidelines80 recognize a 1A indication to compression for ulcer 

recurrence prevention. Interestingly, SVS/AVF/AVLS 2019 document downgraded this evidence to 

1B.82  

 

3. Venous thrombosis 

For venous thrombo-prophylaxis, NICE guidelines recommend the use of GCS with a calf pressure of 

14-15 mmHg, day and night, in hospitalized patient until hypomobility is over.120  

Asian 2017121 guidelines didn’t recommend GCS for thrombo-embolism prophylaxis in medically ill 

patients, while European 2018 guidelines80 indicate the use of GCS for prophylaxis in patients 

undergoing surgery with a grade 2C, increasing the indication to 2B in case anticoagulation is 

contraindicated.  

The same European document recommends GCS use in acute deep venous thrombosis for reducing pain 

and swelling with a grade 1B, while for superficial venous thrombosis the recommendation has a 1C 

grade.80  

In 2016, the American College of Chest Physicians recommended not to offer GCS for PTS prevention 

after a proximal DVT, unless thrombosis is symptomatic (grade 2B).122 

NICE in 2015 recommended not to offer GCS to prevent post-thrombotic syndrome or thrombotic 

recurrence after a proximal DVT.123  
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Malaysian 2013 guidelines recommend 23 mmHg GCS for 2 years in case of proximal DVT, specifying 

to wear it starting from 1 weak after diagnosis or when swelling is significantly reduced.124  

An update of these guidelines is expected by December 2019.  

Australian, German, French and Dutch guidelines are still confirming the GCS use after DVT for PTS 

prevention.125-128  

4. Post-procedural  

AVF/SVS 20112 document indicates the use of GCS to reduce hematoma, pain, swelling after open 

venous surgery with a 1B grade. A period of 1 week for C2 patients is specified. In 2015 ESVS 

upgraded post-operative compression after superficial venous surgery, endovenous truncal ablation and 

sclerotherapy with a grade 1A.6  

Three years later, European 201880 guidelines recommended the use of post-operative GCS with a grade 

1B. Following sclerotherapy, the document specifies that 23-30 mmHg for 3 weeks are recommended 

for better aesthetic result, with a grade 2B. 

In 2019, AVF/SVS/AVLS dedicated an entire document to post-operative compression.82 The main 

indications are to use GCS after thermal tumescent or stripping techniques (grade 2C), using at least 20 

mmHg and possible eccentric (grade 2B). The duration of the compression is left at the clinical 

judgement, while, after sclerotherapy, the recommendation grade differs from the 2018 European 

document80 moving from 1B to 2C (Fig. 4.1).82  

Latin America guidelines8 suggest a post-operative eccentric compression, but without specifying a 

grade of evidence. 

 

5. Long distance flights  

In 2011 British Journal of Hematology published guidelines on travel-related venous thrombosis, 

pointing out that there is no recommendation to global GCS for all the long-distance travellers (grade 

1C). At the same time the document indicated that travellers at high thrombotic risk should wear well 

fitted GCS for longer than 3 hours flights (grade 2B).129 
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The following year, the American College of Chest Physicians indicated the use of 15-30 mmHg GCS 

for long-distance travellers at increased VTE risk with a grade 2C, while for all other travellers the 

document recommended against its use (2C).122 

Despite the single year separating these guidelines from the 2011 British one, recommendations grades 

changed, actually been downgraded by the most recent indications.122   

NICE40 guidelines recommend GCS for all moderate to high risk long-haul travellers.  

European 2018 guidelines80 indicate GCS use in long-lasting flights in patients at risk with a grade 2B. 

At the same time, the same guidelines recommend with a grade 1B the use of GCS in healthy subjects to 

prevent leg swelling during prolonged flights.80  

 

6. Pregnancy 

According to NICE 2013,40 GCS should be prescribed for symptom relief of leg swelling associated 

with varicose veins during pregnancy.  

In 2015 the Royal College of Obstetricians & Gynaecologists indicated the use of 14-15 mmHg GCS in 

pregnancy and puerperium for women at thrombotic risk and for those travelling for more than 4 

hours.130  

European 2018 guidelines80 indicate the GCS use also for healthy subjects at risk of swelling, as 

pregnant women are, with a grade 1B.  

 

SIGNIFICANT NEW DATA RELATED TO THE MEETING DISCUSSION 

1. Venous symptoms and signs control 

In 2018 an interesting randomized double blind placebo controlled trial demonstrated that 18-21 mmHg 

GCS are able to positively impact pain and aching related to venous disease.131 

In this context, it should be remembered that subjective symptoms are not specific for venous changes 

and they can also by improved by GCS.132  
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An increasing scientific interest is dedicated to the evaluation of the GCS ability of potentially 

impacting sport performance and recovery. 

In 2018, GCS 20-30 mmHg use during a 10 km amateur run demonstrated to significantly reduce the 

venous filling index and residual volume fraction, while not significantly affecting the ejection fraction, 

the capillary lactate values and the heart rate.133 

In 2017, it was demonstrated that wearing 23 mmHg GCS during an intermittent walk was associated 

with a significant decrease in lower limb volume and with a decrease in the perceived fatigue.134 

In 2019, another investigation reported a significant decrease of leg volume and perceived fatigue after 

using 20-30 mmHg GCS in a 30 minutes standardized continuous walk.135 

 

2. Ulcer healing and recurrence 

A fundamental paper by Ashby reported the possibility of successfully treating venous ulcers by two-

layer GCS rather than four-layer bandage (equally effective in the study). Yet the same investigation 

focused on GCS use just in a selected group of patients with not wide lesions.136  

In 2017 the Journal of Critical Care pointed out the importance of proper management for GCS in 

intensive care units, where not proper use of the garment can of course lead also to pressure injuries.137 

In the same year Li-Zha published a reply to the same article, pointing out that GCS remain a powerful 

tool as long as managed by expert hands, particularly in advanced cases like the intensive care unit 

ones.138 

An interesting paper was published in 2017 showing that, in patients affected by intermittent 

claudication, GCS didn't decrease the limb oxygenation and the walking capacity, so pointing out the 

potential benefit in properly selected mixed ulcer patients.139 

 

3. Venous thrombosis 
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In 2018 Cochrane reported that there is high-quality evidence in GCS DVT prevention in hospitalized 

patients undergoing general and orthopaedic surgery. Moderate quality evidence support their use to 

reduce the risk of proximal DVT and low quality evidence in the PE prevention.140 

Interestingly, differently from the European 2018 guidelines published on Phlebology Journal,80 in 2018 

the European Journal of Anesthesiology published guidelines recommending not to use GCS for 

prophylaxis even in very high risk patients if pharmacology administration is not contraindicated. The 

same guidelines pointed out the extreme heterogeneity in different institutions recommendations and the 

lack of high grade recommendations.141 In 2018, immediate compression after DVT demonstrated to be 

associated with a significant reduction of the residual venous obstruction.142 

 After the SOX trial,110 several meta-analysis pointed out the lack of significant data for proper 

evidence-based recommendation on GCS use for PTS prevention. In particular homogeneity in data 

collection and appropriate scoring systems are needed.143-146 

The 2017 dedicated Cochrane concluded that low-quality evidence support the use of GCS for 

preventing post-thrombotic syndrome, but it also pointed out that final conclusions on the topic are 

missing, particularly considering the same post-thrombotic syndrome definition has not globally defined 

in a uniform way.147 

In 2018 the IDEAL study demonstrated that individualized therapy with GCS for PTS prevention is 

non-inferior to standard duration of therapy of 24 months.148  

 

4. Post-procedural  

A 2018 review reported no significant difference in extended use of compression after endovenous 

ablation of varicose veins, in terms of bruising, recovery time, leg swelling. Minor evidence suggested 

an improvement in quality of life and pain, with a reduction in terms of complication following a longer 

period of compression use.149  

In 2019 a dose-effect was reported in post-operative compression, favouring 35 vs 23 mmHg after long-

catheter sclerotherapy.150  
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5. Flights  

In 2018 it was demonstrated that sitting for 3 hours with GCS versus not GCS use leads to less pain, 

fatigue, swelling: these data can be considered useful for future investigation in similar on-flight 

conditions.151  

 

6. Pregnancy 

In 2016, the French College of Gynaecologists and Obstetricians recommended thrombo-prophylactic 

use of GCS the morning of the cesarean delivery, maintaining it for 7 days.152  

In 2017 an investigation showed that 20-36 mmHg can be beneficial in reducing maternal hypotension 

following epidural analgesia.153  

A current lack of proper guidelines and thrombo-prophylactic measurements application has been 

reported in the OBGyn field in 2018.154  

Use of proper thrombo-embolic risk assessment tools have been recently proposed during pregnancy 

and puerperium demonstrating their efficacy in proper patient management.155  

 

DISCUSSION  

European 2018 guidelines reported the indication of GCS use for pain management both in ulcer and 

thrombotic clinical scenario.80 Controlling pain onset is fundamental in these cases as a central memory 

of the experienced pain remains as a lower threshold in the following months.156  

Delaying the use of proper compression in ulcer or thrombotic patients can negatively impact their 

following quality of life, also altering the homogeneity of the data in the comparison between GCS users 

and not users. An example of this can be found in the delayed use of GCS in the SOX trial patients, so 

altering the assessment of the real benefit of proper compression in symptoms management.110 

This aspect represents an easily found bias in the literature dedicated to compression, bringing the risk 

of diluting the validity of the analysed literature.  
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The importance of timing in compression prescription is reported also in a recently published 

investigation showing the impact of a properly prescribed compression on residual venous obstruction, 

pointing out the importance of a not delayed GCS use. The same delay could not only increase the risk 

of residual venous obstruction,142 but also impact the pain perception156 and consequently the related 

data collection homogeneity. Homogeneity in data collection is a major issue also in post-procedural 

GCS use. NICE157 pointed out that the benefit of compression after interventional treatment for varicose 

veins remains unclear. A well-conducted, multicentre, randomised controlled trial of compression after 

interventional treatment, including the 3 main interventional treatments (endothermal ablation, 

ultrasound-guided foam sclerotherapy or surgery), is needed. Each arm should have subgroups for 

compression type and duration. A compliance and cost-effectiveness analysis should also be included. 

Moreover, in case the compression is meant to occlude the vein, proper pressure should be applied by 

wraps, bandages or GCS with additional eccentric compression. A multicentre trial randomising GCS 

versus no compression for symptomatic varicose veins is needed. The investigation should include 

quality of life, symptom reduction, and disease progression and compliance assessment. On the other 

side, future investigations dealing with GCS use during prolonged flights should start from taking into 

consideration the profound limits present in the literature dedicated to long-haul flying related 

thrombotic risk. The same definition of long-haul flight is not globally agreed, varying from 3 up to 12 

hours and significant heterogeneity is found among the studies reporting the related thrombotic risk. 

Nevertheless, in 2016 a Cochrane review reported that, in longer than 5 hours flights, patients with at 

least low thrombotic risk benefit from GCS use for symptomless DVT occurrence. Low quality 

evidence is reported regarding the GCS ability of reducing edema, mainly because the way edema was 

measured was poor.158 Indeed, apart the thrombo-prophylactic benefit, another investigation line should 

be properly addressed in revealing the real impact of GCS use in prolonged flights for leg edema and 

related symptoms control. A similar consideration can be done during pregnancy, where usually GCS 

are prescribed mainly for the eventual thrombo-prophylactic effect, rather than for their positive impact 

on edema and symptomatology.  
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Pregnancy is associated with an increased risk of thrombo-embolism of 4 to  6 fold, increasing during 

the post-partum period, with an absolute risk of 2 out of 1000 pregnant women.159 

Pregnancy hormonal changes are also associated with an increased tendency toward coagulation, with 

thrombo-embolism being the first cause of maternal death.160 

At the same time, a physiological fluid increase is present during pregnancy, so leading to potential 

edema in up to 8 out of 10 women.161 

While a GCS role is recognized in pregnancy and puerperium symptoms and thrombotic risk 

control,130,162 precise indications in terms of pressure values are lacking, as a proper literature able to 

provide recommendations with high grade of evidence.   

Thrombo-embolism prophylaxis by compression after stroke has been investigated by the CLOT trials 

without the bias of different anticoagulants use.163-165 The first investigation showed NO significant 

benefit in the GCS use (10% DVT rate vs 10.5% in the group with and without compression, 

respectively; P: ns).165 Yet, in CLOT II thigh-high GCS were associated with a smaller DVT rate (6.3%) 

compared to knee-high GCS group (8.8%)(P=0.08).164 CLOT III demonstrated that intermittent 

pneumatic compression reduces the DVT risk after stroke from 12.1% to 8.5%.165 Considering the 

contradicting data related to compression for stroke patients, future investigations should be performed 

in a homogenous study population. In conclusion, in general, further research on GCS effect should 

include objective measurements, always reporting the specific kind of used compression. As described 

in the session dedicated to bandaging, adjustable compression wraps and intermittent pneumatic 

compression, reporting the interface pressure in vivo at the B1 point is fundamental to dose the 

compression. Moreover, reporting also the static stiffness index provides the possibility of homogenous 

comparison among similar compression modalities. Only a strict methodology in data reporting will be 

able to bring evidence-based support toward proper clinical practice in compression, so moving forward 

from empiricism to evidence-based science, maximizing the GCS benefit.  
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KEY MESSAGES 

• All the international guidelines are recognizing an effect of GCS in venous symptoms and signs control, 

yet with different grade of evidence in their recommendations.  

• GCS are globally recognized as useful in venous ulcer recurrence prevention.  

• General agreement in GCS use for post-thrombotic symptomatology management is found in 

international guidelines, while the role in post-thrombotic syndrome prevention is still under debate. 

• GCS are recommended post-operatively, but with significantly different evidence among different 

international guidelines.  

• GCS are recommended globally for edema control during prolonged flight, but the minimum needed 

compression dose is still unclear, as the length of flying requiring proper compression.  

• GCS in pregnancy are mainly recommended for symptoms control.  

• Preliminary evidence are demonstrating the positive impact of proper compression in healthy subject 

perceived exertion.  

 

SUGGESTED RESEARCH TOPICS 

• Multi-center trial in post-operative compression. 

• Investigations in prolonged traveling sitting conditions performed under homogenous conditions.  

• Impact of GCS on thrombo-embolism prevention in homogenous populations of pregnant women. 

• All future investigations on compression should present a strict methodology, reporting interface 

pressure and static stiffness measurements.  

 

5. SCLEROTHERAPY FOR VARICOSE VEINS 

 

TOPICS  

Sclerotherapy:  

• indications 
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• contra-indications 

• complications 

• post-treatment compression 

 

ANALYSED GUIDELINES 

• USA 2011: AVF/SVS guidelines.2 

• INDIA 2011: Standard Guidelines for care: Sclerotherapy in dermatology. Indian Journal of 

Dermatology.166 

• UK 2013: NICE guidelines.35 

• USA 2014: Performance of endovenous foam sclerotherapy in the USA for the treatment of venous 

disorders. American College of Phlebology (ACP), Society of Vascular Medicine (SVM), American 

Venous Forum (AVF), Society of Interventional Radiology (SIR).167 

• USA 2014: Consensus for sclerotherapy. American Society for Dermatologic Surgery.168 

• EUROPE 2014: European guidelines for sclerotherapy in chronic venous disorders.169 

• AUSTRALIA 2016: Diagnose venous disease and treat superficial venous incompetence with injected 

sclerosants under ultrasound guidance 2016. ACP Standards Guidelines. Available in: 

http://www.phlebology.com.au/standards.170 

• AUSTRALIA 2016: Assess and treat abnormal superficial venous network with injected sclerosants. 

2016 ACP Standards Guidelines. Available in: http://www.phlebology.com.au/standards.171 

• LATIN AMERICA 2016: Guias latinamoericanas de terapeutica para la patologia venosa.8 

 

CURRENT INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ANALYSIS 

 

1. Indications 

General agreement is reported in different continents guidelines regarding indication to sclerotherapy 

(Tab 5.1). 
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 INDIA 
2011 

USA 
AVF/SVS 

2011 

UK 
2013 

USA 
AVLS/AVF/SV

M/SIR 
2014 

USA 
DERMATOL
OGIC SURG 

2014 

EUROPE 
2014 

AUSTRA
LIA 2016 

LATAM 
2016 

Saphenous v. x TT over 
sclerothera

py 

If TT unavailable, 
foam 

sclerotherapy 
rather than 

surgery 

x x 1A x 1B 

Tributary X 1B X x x 1B x x 

Perforating v. x 2C NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

x 1B x 2C 

Reticular v. x 1B NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

x 1A x 1A 

Teleangectasia x 1B NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

x 1A NOT 
FOUND 

1A 

Recurrent v. x 2C NOT 
FOUND 

x NOT 
FOUND 

1B x x 

Pelvic v. NOT 
FOUND 

2B NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

1B x 1B 

Malformation therapy of 
choice in 
low flow 

NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

x NOT F 
OUND 

1B x NOT 
FOUND 

 

Tab. 5.1: Indication to sclerotherapy:  

A general agreement is found among the different guidelines on sclerotherapy indications, yet with 

different grade of evidence. The only major difference that can be noticed is between European169 and 

Latin America8 documents: despite Latin America8 one is 2 years more recent, the indication to 

sclerotherapy for incompetent saphenous trunk was downgraded from 1A169 to 1B8 in these last one, 

while the indication to perforating vein treatment was downgraded from 1B169 to 2C.8  

Wherever marked with “X” the guidelines are indicating sclerotherapy treatment, but without a grade of 

evidence. Thermal Tumescent techniques (TT). 
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The only major difference that can be noticed is between European169 and Latin America8 documents: 

despite Latin America8 one is 2 years more recent, the indication to sclerotherapy for incompetent 

saphenous trunk was downgraded from 1A169 to 1B8 in these last one, while the indication to perforating 

vein treatment was downgraded from 1B169 to 2C.8  

Another aspect of evident discrepancy among guidelines is represented by the maximum recommended 

sclerosant foam volume per session: 10 ml for the European guidelines169 and 20 ml for the Australian 

ones.170 Yet, the European guidelines allow volumes >10 ml according to the risk/benefit evaluation 

(grade 2C).169 No other recommendations on the maximum volume were found in the other guidelines.  

 

2. Contraindications 

Looking at the contraindications, a lack of uniformity can be identified in the different guidelines.  

As reported in Table 5.2 (absolute contraindications) and Table 5.3 (relative contraindications) for 

example, Indian 2011166 and the 2014 American Society for Dermatologic Surgery document168 

consider acute superficial thrombophlebitis as an absolute contraindication, while, always in 2014, the 

European consensus169 considered it as relative, as the Australian ones did in 2016.170,  

The American Society for Dermatologic Surgery168 is the only one enlisting leg edema and uncontrolled 

diabetes as relative contraindications. Regarding both diabetes and edema, Indian guidelines are simply 

mentioning that circulation is compromised in these conditions.166 Australian guidelines are the only 

ones considering oral contraceptive, hormonal therapy, a recent trip >4 hours and a possible patient’s 

lack of compliance as relative contraindications.171 American 2014167 and Latin America 20168 

guidelines consider the asymptomatic right to left shunt as a relative contraindication, while the other 

analysed documents don’t take this condition in consideration. The same 2014 American guidelines167 

are the only ones considering as relative contraindication a superficial vein thrombosis and, as absolute, 

a deep venous thrombosis/pulmonary embolism specifying their association with a previous 

sclerotherapy treatment. Indian guidelines166 are the only ones considering pregnancy as absolute rather 
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than relative contraindication. Interestingly, the same guidelines166 consider sapheno-femoral junction 

incompetence as relative contraindication.  

 

Absolute INDIA 
2011 

USA 
AVF/SVS 

2011 

UK 
2013 

USA 
AVLS/AVF/SV

M/SIR 
2014 

USA 
DERMATO

LOGIC 
SURG 
2014 

EUROPE 
2014 

AUSTRALIA 
2016 LATAM 2016 

ALLERGY TO 
SCLEROSANT 

X NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

x X 1C x X 

ACUTE DVT/PE x NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

Associated with 
previous 

sclerotherapy 

x 1C x X 

LOCAL/SEVERE 
GENERALIZED 
INFECTION 

x NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

NOT FOUND x 1C NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

LONG–LASTING 
IMMOBILITY 

x NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

NOT FOUND x 1C NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

KNOWN 
SYMPTOMATIC 
RIGHT TO LEFT 
SHUNT (for foam) 

NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

NOT 
FOUND 

X x 1C Permanent 
neurological 
adverse event 
from previous 
sclerotherapy 

NOT 
FOUND 

 

Tab. 5.2: Different absolute contraindications to sclerotherapy in international guidelines. 

Wherever marked with “X” the guidelines are indicating sclerotherapy treatment, but without a grade of 

evidence. 

 

3. Complications 

In the different guidelines, a general agreement is found in the description of the severe complications 

(Tab 5.4). To the contrary, more heterogeneity can be noticed in the description of the benign 

complications (Tab 5.5). NICE,40 the American Society for Dermatologic Surgery168 and the 2014 
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European Guidelines169 are the only ones reporting the different complications incidence, yet with 

different values.  

 

RELATIVE INDIA  
2011 

USA 
AVF/SVS  
2011 

UK 
2013 

USA 
AVLS/AV
F/SVM/SI
R 
2014 

USA 
DERMATO
LOGIC 
SURG 
2014  

EUROPE 
2014 

AUSTRALI
A 2016 

LATAM 
2016 

PREGNANCY Absolute Not Found Not Found Not Found X 1C X Not Found 

BREAST FEEDING  Not Found Not Found Not Found Not Found 1C X Not Found 

SEVERE PERIPHEREAL 
ARTERIAL DISEASE 

Absolute Not Found Not Found Not Found Absolute 1C X Not Found 

POOR GENERAL HEALTH Absolute Not Found Not Found Not Found X 1C Not Found Not Found 

STRONG 
PREDISPOSITION TO 
ALLERGY 

X Not Found Not Found Not Found X 1C Not Found Not Found 

HIGH TRHOMBO-
EMBOLIC RISK 

X Not Found Not Found Not Found X 1C X Not Found 

ASYMPTOMATIC PATENT 
FORAMEN OVALE 

Not 
Found 

Not Found Not Found X Not Found Not Found Not Found X 

UNCONTROLLED 
DIABETES 

Not 
Found 

Not Found Not Found Not Found X Not Found Not Found Not Found 

LEG EDEMA Not 
Found 

Not Found Not Found Not Found X Not Found Not Found Not Found 

ACUTE SUPERFICIAL 
THROMBOSIS 

Absolute Not Found Not Found Associated 
With 

Previous 
Sclero 
therapy 

Absolute 1C X Not Found 

NEUROLOGICAL 
DISTURBANCES AFTER 
FOAM SCLEROTHERAPY 

Not 
Found 

Not Found Not Found X Not Found 1C X Not Found 

ORAL 
CONTRACEPTIVE/HORM
ONAL THERAPY 

Not 
Found 

Not Found Not Found Not Found Not Found Not Found X Not Found 

POTENTIAL LACK OF 
COMPLIANCE 

Not 
Found 

Not Found Not Found Not Found Not Found Not Found X Not Found 

RECENT >4 HRS TRAVELS Not 
Found Not Found Not Found Not Found Not Found Not Found X Not Found 

 

Tab. 5.3: Different relative contraindications to sclerotherapy in international guidelines. 

Wherever marked with “X” the guidelines are indicating sclerotherapy treatment, but without a grade of 

evidence. 
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SEVERE 
COMPLICA

TIONS 

INDIA 
2011 

USA 
AVF/SVS 

2011 

UK 
2013 

USA 
AVLS/AVF/

SVM/SIR 
2014 

USA 
DERMATO

LOGIC 
SURG 
2014 

EUROPE 
2014 

(GRADE 1B) 

AUSTRALI
A 2016 

LATAM 
2016 

Anaphylaxis 

X X Not Found Not Found X Isolated Cases Not Found X 

Large Tissue 
Necrosis 

X X Not Found Not Found X Isolated Cases Not Found X 

Seizures 

Not Found Not Found 1 Patient Not Found Not Found Not Found Not Found Not Found 

Stroke/TIA 

Not Found X 

3 Patients 
(Patent 

Foramen 
Ovale) 

Not Found Not Found Isolated Cases Not Found Not Found 

Myocardial 
Infarction 

Not Found Not Found 1 Patient Not Found Not Found Not Found Not Found Not Found 

Distal DVT 

X X Not Found X <1% <1% Not Found X 

Proximal 
DVT 

X X Not Found X <1% <0.01% Not Found X 

Pulmonary 
Embolism 

X X 1/977 Not Found <1% Isolated Cases Not Found X 

Motor Nerve 
Injury 

X X Not Found Not Found X Isolated Cases Not Found X 

 

Tab. 5.4: Severe complications and their incidence following sclerotherapy according to the 

different guidelines. Wherever marked with “X” the guidelines are indicating sclerotherapy treatment, 

but without a grade of evidence. 
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BENIGN 
COMPLICATIONS 

INDIA 
2011 

USA 
AVF/SVS 

2011 

UK 
2013 

USA 
AVLS/AVF/

SVM/SIR 
2014 

USA 
DERMATO

LOGIC 
SURG 
2014 

EUROPE 
2014 

(GRADE 
1B) 

AUSTRALI
A 2016 

LATAM 
2016 

Visual disturbances 

X X 5/977 
Patients X 0.09-2% <1% Not Found X 

Headache 

Not Found X 3/977 X Not Found <1% Not Found X 

Sensory nerve injury 

X X Not Found Not Found X <0.01% Not Found X 

Chest tightness 

Not Found Not Found <3% Not Found Not Found <0.01% Not Found Not Found 

Dry cough 

Not Found Not Found <3% Not Found Not Found <0.01% Not Found X 

Superficial phlebitis 

X X 7% X <1% Unclear Not Found X 

Local allergy 

X X Not Found Not Found X <0.01% Not Found X 

Matting 

X X Not Found Not Found 15-24% <10% Not Found X 

Pigmentation 

X X 6% X X <10% Not Found X 

Minimal skin 
necrosis 

X  Not Found Not Found X <0.01% Not Found X 

 

Tab. 5.5: Benign complications and their incidence following sclerotherapy according to the 

different guidelines. Wherever marked with “X” the guidelines are indicating sclerotherapy treatment, 

but without a grade of evidence. 
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4. Post-sclerotherapy compression  

Recommendations in post-procedural compression after sclerotherapy are reported in Table 5.6. The 

heterogeneity among international guidelines is extremely evident on this topic, not just in terms of 

pressure values, but also as for the grade of evidence, duration and even rationale. 

In particular, the grade of evidence varies from the declared by NICE40 lack of proper scientific data to 

the 1A grade of the Latin America guideliens.8  

The pressure values range from 16 to 40 mmHg,2,166,167,170, 10 while NICE,40 European169 and Latin 

America guidelines8 are not reporting a specific pressure value.  

The duration varies from 24 hrs to 3 weeks, with the 2019 AVF/SVS/AVLS82 document indicating that, 

considering the lack of evidence on the topic, the choice is based on the best clinical judgment.  

The same rationale for compression changes among the documents, including anti-inflammation, vein 

size reduction, bruising and pigmentation control and a better aesthetic outcome.  

 

 
INDIA 
2011 

USA 
AVF/SVS 

2011 

UK 
2013 

USA 
AVLS/AVF/SVM

/SIR 
2014 

USA 
DERMATOL
OGIC SURG 

2014 

EUROPE 
2014 

AUSTR
ALIA 
2016 

LATAM 
2016 

USA 2019 
AVF/SVS/A

VLS 

GRADE OF 
EVIDENCE 

Not 
Reported 

Not 
Reported 

Not 
Reported 

Declared 
Unknown 
Benefit 

Not  
Reported 

2b Not 
Reported 

1a 2c 

mmHg Smaller 
Veins: 16 
mmHg 
Larger 
Veins: 20-
30 mmHg 

Liquid 
(Aesthetic): 
30-40 
mmHg 
Foam: 30-
40 mmHg 
Stockings 
And/Or 
Bandage 

Bandages 
Or 
Graduated 
Compressio
n 
Stockings: 
Undefined 
Pressure 
Level 

Bandages Or 
Graduated 
Compression 
Stockings: 
Undefined 
Pressure Level 

Teleangectasia: 
15-20 mmHg 
Reticular: 20-
30 mmHg 
Small Varices: 
20-30 mmHg 
Truncal: 30 To 
40 mmHg 

23-32 mmHg Class 2 
(Unspecif
ied 
mmHg) 

Not 
Reported 

Not  
Reported 

DURATION 2 Weeks 
(Up To 3 
Weeks 
Based On 
The Vessel 
Calibre). 
Declared 
Lack Of 
Consensus 

Liquid 
(Aesthteic) 
1-3 Days 
Liquid 
(Treatment)
: 
At Least 1 
Week 
Foam: 1 Or 
2 Weeks 

1 Week – 1 
Month 

Not Reported 24-48 Hrs 3 Weeks Not 
Reported 

Not 
Reported 

Best Clinical 
Judgment 
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(Eventually 
Less Than 
1 Week) 

REASON 
FOR 
COMPRES
SION 

Not 
Reported 

Not 
Reported 

Anti-
Inflammato
ry 

Not Reported Wall 
Apposition 

Aesthetic 
Improvement 

Not 
Reported 

Not 
Reported 

Wall 
Apposition, 
Reduction Of 
Bruising And 
Pigmentation 

 

Tab. 5.6: Post-sclerotherapy compression recommendations according to different guidelines. 

The grade of evidence varies from the declared by NICE40 lack of proper scientific data to the 1A grade 

of the Latin America guideliens.8 The pressure values range from 16 to 40 mmHg,2,166,167,170,10 while 

NICE,40 European169 and Latin America guidelines8 are not specifying a specific pressure value.  

The duration varies from 24 hrs to 3 weeks, with the 2019 AVF/SVS/AVLS82 document indicating that, 

considering the lack of evidence on the topic, the choice is based on the best clinical judgment.  

 

SIGNIFICANT NEW DATA REPORTED AT THE MEETING 

In 2016 a revision of the literature evaluated controlled trials comparing endothermal ablations with 

ultrasound guided foam sclerotherapy for truncal ablation. Despite the higher anatomical success of 

endothermal ablations, no significant differences were reported between the two techniques in terms of 

patient reported outcomes and clinical success, with a better cost-effectiveness for sclerotherapy, so 

questioning the current indications favouring endothermal approaches for truncal ablation.172 

Yet in 2018 these data were questioned by another revision, pointing out the significantly higher need of 

re-treatment in patients undergoing truncal sclerotherapy versus thermal-ablation.173 

These anatomical data at the great saphenous vein are confirmed by the 5 years analysis of Rasmussen, 

but it’s interesting to point out that the clinical recurrence didn’t overlap the occlusion rate of the 

different techniques, thus keeping the discussion open.174  

An 8-years randomized comparative trial published in 2018 showed that stripping compared to 

sclerotherapy of the GSV led to a better anatomical success and less symptoms recurrence, yet with no 

significant differences at the EQ-5D standardized measure of health status.175 
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On this topic, in 2019 Kalodiki et al published a discord outcome analysis comparing endovenous laser 

ablation and foam sclerotherapy for GSV reflux treatment, including evaluation of change in Aberdeen 

Varicose Veins Questionnaire (AVVQ), Venous Clinical Severity Score (VCSS) and Venous Filling 

Index (VFI). Interestingly, at 68 months, no significant differences in VCSS and VFI were found, while 

the laser group had an improvement in AVVQ. This investigation raises again concerns on the current 

way of evaluating procedural success following superficial venous reflux treatment.176 

A fundamental bias to be taken into consideration in all these analysis is the foam performance 

variability depending on the same production method and on the different materials. Unfortunately, the 

vast majority of the available investigations is not reporting the specifics of the material and method 

used in foam production.   

Recent data demonstrated the significant impact on foam half-life of the surfactant, temperature, 

injection velocity and syringe size, in decreasing order of effect intensity.177 

In 2019, data showed that adding drugs such as sulodexide to polidocanol or sodium tetradecyl sulfate 

can even lead to a foam half-life prolongation.178 A potential step-forward in foam sclerotherapy 

homogeneity has been offered by the non physician-compunded polidocanol endovenous microfoam 

(Varithena®), whose efficacy and safety resulted to be equivalent or even better than physician-

compounded foam. Nevertheless, the comparison was done just against placebo and with only 1% 

concentration.179 

On the other side, recent literature has pointed out the versatility of sclerotherapy as hybrid technique in 

venous disease treatment. In 2018 Kolluri described the potential technical benefit of injecting foam 

sclerotherapy before an ultrasound guided phlebectomy.180 

In the last 10 years a few publications reported about a higher saphenous occlusion rate following foam 

sclerotherapy by means of a long catheter. Furthermore, the combination of catheter foam sclerotherapy 

with ultrasound-guided peri-saphenous tumescence infiltration and vein irrigation, prior to foam 

delivery, resulted in an up to 96.5% reflux-free rate at 3 years follow-up in two prospective studies 

published in 2017.181,182 
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In 2019 the utility of performing an intra-operative sapheno-popliteal junction sclerosis right before a 

surgical ligation was published. Small saphenous vein reflux treatment remains an area lacking strong 

evidence concerning the best treatment selection and sclerotherapy results to be a potential aid in this 

anatomical scenario.183 

Always in 2019, the possibility of using sclerotherapy in a hybrid surgical technique was reported for 

venous malformations treatment.184 

 

DISCUSSION  

Starting from its dawn in the mid 19th century,185 sclerotherapy has progressively dominated all the 

offices dedicated to varicose veins treatment. Its safety profile is nowadays well proven, so fostering an 

even greater and more aware use.186-188  

Despite evidence of correlation between a patent foramen ovale and possible neurological adverse 

events, 189 the safety profile is so high that international guidelines are not recommending standard 

screening for right-to-left shunts.169 

Both safety and efficacy evaluation require a proper standardization of the materials and methods used. 

In fact, the current literature is biased not only by the lack of specifics regarding the used syringes and 

related foam production methods, but also regarding the number of injections per treatment. 

Sclerotherapy safety is associated indeed with the neutralizing power of the same blood toward the 

drug.190 At the same time, this phenomenon leads to the possible impact of the sclerosant dilution inside 

the blood stream: the same amount of sclerosant can be introduce in the blood stream by different 

numbers of injections, so leading to possible different grades of inactivation.   

Guidelines are not reporting specifics on this topic, with the exception of the Latin America ones8 that 

are actually giving some indications regarding the needle size and the injection methodology. Guidelines 

are also not reporting specifics regarding the gas used to produce foam sclerotherapy.  
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In a 2010 retrospective comparison, C02/O2 gas mixture resulted to be associated with less chest 

tightness, dry cough and dizziness.191 In 2012, no differences were found in efficacy or side-effects 

between room-air and CO2 foam.192  

In 2015 a review suggested a higher safety profile of foam sclerotherapy performed using biocompatible 

gases rather than room air. Yet significant heterogeneity among the different studies methodology was 

found, introducing the risk of significant bias.193 

Future investigation should properly randomized different gasses in a properly calculated statistical 

analysis, looking for eventually significant differences in terms of safety and efficacy. Endothelial 

catabolites release following sclerotherapy has been recently considered potentially involved in eventual 

complication pathogenesis.194 

Yet no clear cause-effect mechanism has been already proved and the advent of new techniques 

combining foam with a massive mechanical endothelial stress, such as the mechano-chemical ablation, 

haven’t reported significantly higher complications rate and/or correlation with increased levels of 

endothelial byproducts.195 

The same mechano-chemical ablation technique has recently demonstrated the importance of a proper 

penetration of the sclerosant agent inside the vein wall, reaching the media layer, rather than just the 

endothelial lining.196 

This data lead to the consideration of the wall thickness heterogeneity as another potential bias in 

current sclerotherapy performance evaluation. 

In conclusion, even the simple practical data of the enormous number of sclerotherapy acts performed 

worldwide daily in absence of significant complications testifies the safety profile of this therapeutic 

option. Yet, proper standardization in the materials and methods is mandatory for proper efficacy and 

cost-effectiveness analysis.  

Future international guidelines should focus on the evaluation of homogeneous data, discarding 

investigations potentially affected by significant biases, so providing evidence-based support to what 

empirically has been the most frequently used practice in the phlebology offices all around the world.  
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KEY MESSAGES 

• Maximum amount of sclerosant volume per session is variable among countries.  

• Post-sclerotherapy compression is generally recommended in the different guidelines, but with 

significant heterogeneity in the grade of evidence, dose and duration.  

• Sclerotherapy is considered universally safe. Some differences can be noted among international 

guidelines list of possible complications, absolute and relative contraindications.  

• Compounded-foam sclerotherapy can be standardized and reproducible in its production, but requires 

standardized methodology and materials.  

• Hybrid procedures involving foam and eventual use of catheters are showing potential expansion in 

future use.  

• Sclerosant agent inactivation by blood makes the report of the number of injections per treated vein 

segment fundamental in order to analyse homogeneous data in sclerotherapy performance.  

 

SUGGESTED RESEARCH TOPICS 

•  Discord outcome analysis or comparison among the different techniques for chronic venous disease 

treatment.  

• Sclerotherapy cost-effective analysis based on patient reported outcomes and not only on anatomical 

vessel ablation.  

• Comparison among foam sclerotherapy and hybrid procedures involving sclerotherapy. 

• Real need of biocompatible gas for foam production versus room air.  

• All future investigations on sclerotherapy should adopt standardized and reproducible methods in foam 

sclerotherapy production and injection.  

 

6. AESTHETIC PHLEBOLOGY 

TOPICS  

• Aesthetic sclerotherapy  
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• Aesthetic laser 

 

ANALYSED GUIDELINES 

• USA 2011: American Venous Forum (AVF)/ Society of Vascular Surgery (SVS) guidelines.2 

• EUROPE 2014: European guidelines for sclerotherapy in chronic venous disorders.160 

• EUROPE 2015: European Society for Laser Dermatology guidelines of care for vascular lasers and 

intense pulse light sources.197 

• EUROPE 2015: Guidelines of the European Society for Vascular Surgery (ESVS).6 

• LATIN AMERICA 2016: Guias latinamoericanas de terapeutica para la patologia venosa.8 

 

CURRENT INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ANALYSIS 

A paucity of international guidelines has been found dealing with indications for aesthetic treatment of 

the lower limb veins, despite the high incidence of this complaint and related sclerotherapy/laser 

approach worldwide.2,6,8,169,197 

A general agreement among guidelines exists in the need of proper history and ultrasound scanning 

analysis before approaching a treatment for chronic venous disease. At the same time, disagreement on 

the grade of recommendation can be found between AVF/SVS guidelines (grade 1 A)2 and the European 

Society for Laser Dermatology ones (grade 1 C).197 No specific recommendation is expressed in the 

aesthetic case scenario and no indications are reported regarding how specific findings could alter the 

therapeutic/aesthetic approach (Tab 6.1).  

AVF/SVS 2011 guidelines2 are the only ones suggesting the use of loupes and transillumination for 

helping sclerotherapy injection, but without a specific grade of evidence.  
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USA 
AVF/SVS 

2011 

EUROPE 
European guidelines for 
sclerotherapy in chronic 

venous disorders 
2014 

EUROPE 
European Society for 
Laser Dermatology 

2015 

LATAM 2016 

HISTORY 1A 
(not specific for C1) 

Not graded 
(not specific for C1) 

1C 
In case of signs of chronic 
venous disorder other than 

leg telangiectasia, especially 
with C2 

Not graded 
(not specific for C1) 

ULTRASOUND 
SCANNING 

1A 
(not specific for C1) 

1C 
CW-Doppler can be enough 

1C 
In case of signs of chronic 
venous disorder other than 

leg telangiectasia, especially 
with C2 

Not graded 
(not specific for C1) 

 

Tab. 6.1: Different guidelines recommendations for assessment before aesthetic procedures on 

lower limb spider veins. AVF/SVS 2011 guidelines2 are the only ones suggesting the use of loupes and 

transillumination for helping sclerotherapy injection, but without a specific grade of evidence.  

 

1. Aesthetic sclerotherapy 

European,169 Latin America8 and AVF/SVS2 guidelines are indicating 27-32 g needles for reticular and 

teleangiectasia treatment. AVF/SVS2 and European169 guidelines are basically overlapping in the 

suggested concentrations, while Latin America8 guidelines suggest not to use less than 0.5% POL as it 

could be ineffective. Liquid form is recommended in all the analysed guidelines with the European 

documents6,169 reporting foam as a possible alternative (grade 2B), as done by the Latin America 

guidelines,8 yet with a different grade of evidence (grade 1A). The grade of evidence of the 

recommendation for liquid sclerotherapy differs between the different guidelines inside the same 

Europe, with the 2014169 document reporting a grade 1A versus the 1B grade of the ESVS paper.6  

The maximum sclerosant volume per injection is around 1 cc for both AVF/SVS2 and Latin America 

guidelines,8 while for the European 2014 guidelines it ranges between 0.2 to 0.5 cc.169 The other 

analysed documents are not specifying the amount.  Latin America guidelines8 are the only ones 

recommending a post-treatment visit specific time of 2-3 weeks and, as the AVF/SVS 2011,2 they are 

also encouraging photo-documentation, even if not with a specific grade of evidence. Photo 

documentation is recommended with a grade 1C by the European Society for Laser Dermatology.197 At 
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the follow-up visit, eventual clot removal is mentioned only by the 2014 European guidelines (grade 

1C)169 and by the Latin America document (no specific grade).8 Post-sclerotherapy compression is 

indicated in all the guidelines, yet with different pressure values and with a timing ranging from 8 hours 

to 4 weeks.2,6,8,169 Only the European documents specify a grade of evidence on this topic, with the 

2014169 indications being specifically addressed to aesthetic sclerotherapy and with the 20156 paper 

covering in general chronic venous disease (Tab 6.2).  

 

 

USA 
AVF/SVS 

2011 

EUROPE 
European guidelines for 
sclerotherapy in chronic 

venous disorders 
2014 

EUROPE 
ESVS 
2015 

LATAM 2016 

DRUG & 
CONCENTRATION 

(NO GRADE) 
TELEANGECTASIA 
STS 0.125 -0.25%  
POL 0.25% - 0.6% 
RETICULAR VEINS 
STS 0. 25 -0.5%  
POL 0.6% - 1% 
Maximum 1 ml per injection 
(not more than 10-20 
injections) 

2B 
TELEANGECTASIA 
STS 0.1 -0.2%  
POL 0.25% - 0.5% 
RETICULAR VEINS 
STS up to 0.5% 
POL 0. 5 – 1%  
Maximum 0.2 ml 
(teleangectasia)and 0.5 ml 
(reticular v.) per injection 

IIaB 
for teleangectasia and 
reticular v.  
 
IIbC 
Transcutaneous laser may 
be indicated for 
teleangectasia only when 
sclerotherapy is not feasible 

(NO GRADE) 
TELEANGECTASIA & 
RETICULAR 
POL 0,5% 
Maximum1-1,5 cc per 
injection 

LIQUID /FOAM (NO GRADE) 
LIQUID 

1A 
LIQUID 
Foam is an alternative 
method (2B) 

IIaB 
LIQUID 

TELEANGECTASIA: 
LIQUID (1A) 
RETICULAR:  
LIQUID or FOAM (1 A) 

SESSION TIMING NOT REPORTED NOT REPORTED NOT REPORTED 2-3 weeks 

PICTURE 
DOCUMENTATION 

(NO GRADE) 
encouraged 

NOT REPORTED NOT REPORTED (NO GRADE) 
encouraged 
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COMPRESSION Gauze pads + 30-40 mmHg 
1 to 3 days 
(NO GRADE) 

2B 
23-32 mmHg 
3 weeks 

1B 
to control chronic venous 
disease signs 

(NO GRADE) 
From 8 to 24 hrs 

CLOT REMOVAL NOT REPORTED 1C 
When feasible at the follow 
up visit (not specified 
timing) 

NOT REPORTED Before 2 weeks 

 

Tab. 6.2: International guidelines recommendations for aesthetic sclerotherapy. Significant 

heterogeneity is evident among different guidelines.  

 

2. Aesthetic lasers 

ESVS 2015 guidelines6 state that transdermal laser may be indicated for treatment of teleangiectasias 

only when sclerotherapy is not applicable (grade IIbC). The 2015 European Society for Laser 

Dermatology197 confirmed that sclerotherapy is the first-line treatment for leg veins aesthetic 

management , leaving room for transcutaneous laser approaches in case of needle-phobia, allergy to the 

sclerosants and previous sclerotherapy side effects. Latin America document8 reports specific 

indications for laser treatment, yet with different grades of evidence and slight different vessel calibre 

indications compared to the analogous European document6 (Tab 6.3). No specific guidelines on the 

topic where found from the North American societies. 

Some recommendations without grade of evidence can be found in dedicated papers, pointing out the 

importance of proper parameters setting, such as target chromophore, penetration depth, pulse duration, 

radiant exposure, spot size. In general, the choice of the appropriate laser type is mainly based on the 

vessel calibre, with <600 nm for <1 mm vessels, and Nd:YAG for larger vessels.  

Nd:YAG is considered the best choice in case of dark skin types because of the low absorption by 

melanin. At the same time, high pain scores have not gave been reported with this device.198 
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EUROPE 
European Society for Laser Dermatology 

2015 

LATAM 
2016 

1A 
Nd:YAG for vein>1mm 

1C 
Nd:YAG for vein<3mm 

1C 
As second option for >1mm 
755, 800, 810, 940, 983 nm 

2C 
820-980 nm for reticular v. 

1A 
532-595 nm < 1mm vessels 

1C 
Intense pulsed light, 550-532 nm, NdYag 

Vein<0.5 mm, matting 

Skin cooling 
1B 

Skin cooling 
1C 

 1B 
Nd:YAG + liquid sclerotherapy (Crio Laser - Crio Sclerotherapy) 
(not specified for which calibre) 

 

Tab. 6.3: European and Latin America guidelines in laser 

treatment of reticular veins and telangiectasia. Significant differences in the evidence grade is 

evident. 

 

Multiple wave-length intense pulsed lasers can be considered,199 but controlled clinical trials are lacking 

and a strong supporting data are missing, so making it not a first-choice option.  

McCoppin stressed the importance of a careful observation of the skin reaction after deliverance of a test 

pulse before treating the entire lesion, so to adjust the parameters setting on the specific skin type.200 

 In 2003 Saddick proposed a series of recommendation for Nd:YAG laser treatment of leg spider veins, 

indicating spot sizes from 1.5 to 3 mm, radiant exposure from 200 to 600 J/cm2, pulse widths from 30 to 

60 ms.201  
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In the same year Mordon reported the possibility of using multiwave lengths emission to transform the 

heme in methemoglobin, which is up to 4 times more absorbed than the other blood constituents. A 

combination of 595 nm from a pulsed dye laser followed by 1064 nm Nd:YAG emission demonstrated 

to allow lower treatment Nd:YAG fluences.202 

 

SIGNIFICANT RECENT DATA RELATED TO THE MEETING DISCUSSION 

In 2017 JAMA reported the possibility of obtaining a better effect than 75% hypertonic glucose alone by 

adding 70% hypertonic glucose to 0.2% polidocanol, with no difference in complication rates.203 

Always in 2017 it was demonstrated that Sodium tetradecyl sulfate 0.15% and polidocanol 0.31% are 

the best concentrations for 0.8 mm to 1 mm leg telangiectasia, both according to the histological and 

clinical evaluation. Sodium tetradecyl sulfate foam is comparable to polidocanol foam at these 

concentrations as well.204 

In 2018, 27 possible risk factors for matting were analysed, finding out that statistically significant ones 

were epistaxis, easy bruising, hypersensitivity (eczema, hives, hay fever, and rhinitis), previous 

treatment with sclerotherapy or endovenous laser for lower limb veins, and a family history of 

telangiectasias. Oral contraceptives, hormone replacement therapy, haemostatic alterations and age were 

not associated with an increased matting incidence. A mast-cell hyperactivity together with a bleeding 

tendency have been hypothesized as predisposing factors.205  

In 2019, 5 years follow up data showed the satisfying results of a technique injecting foam sclerotherapy 

(polidocanol) immediately followed by Nd:YAG long-pulse emission.206 

In the same year, a randomized comparative study assessing hypertonic saline, polidocanol and Nd:Yag 

concluded that sclerotherapy remains the gold standard in vessels > 1mm, while Nd:YAG can have a 

role in smaller vessels.207 Always in 2019, the feasibility of combining 532 and 808 nm multi-

wavelength emissions for <1 mm vessels was demonstrated.208  
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DISCUSSION  

Leg telangiectasias and reticular veins are a cosmetic complaint affecting up to 80% of the population, 

whose treatment is an extremely diffused practice worldwide.209 Yet, international guidelines are lacking 

in clear evidence-based recommendations. A pre-treatment ultrasound scanning is fundamental 

considering that 26% of patients with teleangectasia have truncal varices vs 14% of subjects without 

spider veins.209 The general idea is that chronic venous disease refluxes must be treated before the 

aesthetic component, so to avoid venous hypertension potentially triggering recurrences. To the best of 

our knowledge, limited evidence based data210,211 are available on this topic and future investigations 

should clarify this common belief, even if rightfully based on the concept that the treatment of a 

pathological aspect should always precede the aesthetic issue. Moreover, future research lines should try 

to make the different telenagiectasiasis classifications more homogeneous, incorporating both 

morphological (spider, arboriform, filiform, point-like, etc) and colorimetric fetaures (bright red, light 

red, blue, mixed).212,213 

Of paramount importance will be also the investigations aimed to establish the relationship that links 

spider veins to the deeper systems.214-222 

Indeed, the same strategy treatment for spider veins must follow the specific reflux pattern assessment, 

exactly as it is for varices management. 

Unfortunately, even more than in venous insufficiency, homogeneous data are lacking in this field 

compromising a correct evaluation in the comparative studies between the different techniques/methods. 

In 2006 a Cochrane revision of the literature reported no significant differences in aesthetic 

sclerotherapy with different sclerosants, dosages, formulations, local pressure dressings, degrees and 

length of compression.223 Nd:YAG laser has been the most extensively investigated laser in leg aesthetic 

vein treatment, because of its ability to treat also >1 mm vessels at >1 mm depth.  

A direct comparison with sclerotherapy showed better vessel clearance following this last technique.224 

Residual pigmentation and matting incidence doesn’t show significant differences between the two 

treatment modalities.225-227 It should be noted that, up to our knowledge, no longer than 3 months follow 
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up investigations are reported in the comparison between laser and sclerotherapy, so that making final 

statements of superiority between the two techniques is not possible.228 In the same way, comparison 

data are missing regarding the potential combination of sclerotherapy followed by Nd:YAG treatment: 

an option that has been proposed already more than 15 years ago.229 To the contrary, data show no 

benefit in combining pulsed dye laser with sclerotherapy.230 Innovative devices combining diode laser 

and radiofrequency emission have been reported in the literature, yet without a direct comparison with 

laser only treatment.231,232 A recent technical variant includes the injection of indocyanin green before 

the alexandrite laser treatment, to maximize the absorption at 700-801 nm, so maximizing the laser 

selective effect.233 In a recent study by Klein, this treatment choice demonstrated to be more effective 

than pulsed dye laser and diode laser ones.234 The superiority of indocyanin green was reported also 

versus Nd:YAG, even if associated with higher pain scores.235 Empirically, radiofrequency diathermy is 

sometimes used to treat teleangiectasia and residual veins. The panel was not able to find guidelines and 

document providing evidence-based recommendations on its use. A new tendency in aesthetic 

phlebology is the hands vein treatment. A limited literature is available, showing the feasibility of the 

procedure. Nevertheless, well designed investigations are needed before formulating proper evidence-

based indications.236 Sclerotherapy is considered the gold standard in most cases because of the 

possibility of treating in a satisfying and cost-effective way the vast majority of vessels, particularly 

injecting the feeding vein rather than the whole vascular area, so reducing the pain and the side effects 

occurrence. Yet no homogeneous evidence based data are available for the comparison between 

sclerotherapy and laser techniques, which currently result to be more complimentary and eventually 

synergistic rather than competitive. Future research lines should carefully include detailed descriptions 

of the materials and methods used in the sclerotherapy act. At the same time, the same investigations 

should specify the laser settings and the used protocols, currently at the discretion of the single treating 

physicians. This aspect represents a significant bias of the analysed data, so making final conclusions 

and recommendations on the topic not significant at the moment. An example of this can be found in the 

observation that the spatial extent of photocoagulation has a significant impact on the long-term removal 
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of coagulated vessels, leading to a possible reperfusion if a too short segment is treated.237  

The phenomenon stress out the importance of homogeneity in the technique in order to produce valuable 

clinical results, suitable for proper comparison among different laser approaches evidence-based 

comparison. In conclusion, in order to properly report evidence-based data and clinical 

recommendations related to aesthetic phlebology, future investigations should focus on identify proper 

objective assessment tools for proper homogeneous comparison. This aspect includes photographic 

material (itself a potential bias in patient satisfaction analysis according to recent literature),238 

quantification of the aesthetic lesion and the impact on patient satisfaction score. The same patient 

subjectivity and self-perception should be taken into consideration as possible confounding factor.  

A need to move from empiricism to evidence-based science is extremely present in aesthetic 

phlebology.  

 

KEY MESSAGES 

• International guidelines agree on the need of proper ultrasound evaluation before aesthetic vein 

treatment. The grade of evidence for this recommendation change in the different guidelines.  

• Only AVF/SVS guidelines recommend loupes and transillumination for spider veins treatment. 

• Guidelines are agreeing in considering sclerotherapy as first line treatment for spider veins, reserving 

laser ablation to the cases in which sclerotherapy is not feasible.  

• Multi-wave lengths emission is showing promising outcomes in spider veins treatment.  

• No longer than 3 months follow up investigations are reported in the comparison between laser and 

sclerotherapy, so that making final statements of superiority between the two techniques is not possible. 

• Residual pigmentation and matting remain a not rare complication of venous aesthetic procedures. 

• Graduated compression is recommended in the different international guidelines after aesthetic 

treatment, but with different doses and grade of evidence.  

• Evidence-based data indications on hands vein treatment are missing.  
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SUGGESTED RESEARCH TOPICS 

• Performance of combined laser and sclerotherapy approach in spider veins treatment.  

• Homogeneous comparison among different setting parameters in aesthetic vein laser treatment. 

• Assessment of best combination in multi-wave lengths laser emission for aesthetic vein treatment.  

• Modalities to reduce post-aesthetic treatment hyperpigmentation. 

• Homogeneous randomized comparative trials on post-aesthetic treatment leg graduated compression.  

 

7. ACUTE AND CHRONIC DEEP VENOUS DISEASE  

 

TOPICS  

• Acute deep venous disease interventional treatment 

• Chronic deep venous disease interventional treatment 

 

ANALYSED GUIDELINES 

• USA 2012: Early thrombus removal strategies for acute deep venous thrombosis: clinical practice 

guidelines of the Society for Vascular Surgery (SVS) and the American Venous Forum (AVF).239 

• UK 2012: NICE. Venous thromboembolic diseases: diagnosis, management and thrombophilia 

testing.240 

• GLOBAL 2013: Cardiovascular Disease Educational and Research Trust, European Venous Forum 

(EVF), North American Thrombosis Forum, International Union of Angiology (IUA) and Union 

Internationale du Phlebologie (UIP).241  

• EUROPE 2014: Society of Interventional Radiology (SIR) and Cardiovascular and Interventional 

Radiological Society (CIRS).242 

• USA 2014: Management of venous leg ulcers: clinical practice guidelines of the SVS and AVF.32 

• USA 2014: American Heart Association (AHA) guidelines.243 
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• EUROPE 2015: Clinical Practice Guidelines of the European Society for Vascular Surgery (ESVS).6 

• USA 2015: Management of Obstruction of the Femoro-iliocaval Venous System. American Vein and 

Lymphatic Society (AVLS, former American College of Phlebology).244 

• UK 2015: NICE guidelines. Ultrasound enhanced, catheter directed thrombolysis for deep vein 

thrombosis.245 

• USA 2016: CHEST guidelines.122 

• LATIN AMERICA 2016: Guias latinamoericanas de terapeutica para la patologia venosa.8 

• EUROPE 2018: European Society of Cardiology (ESC).246 

 

CURRENT INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ANALYSIS 

Topics related to diagnostics and compression for lower limb deep venous pathology have been already 

covered in the dedicated sessions of this document. This part is dedicated to the interventional options.  

 

1. Acute deep venous interventional treatment 

International indications for early thrombus removal in lower limb acute deep venous thrombosis are 

given with a low level of evidence and with a noticeable heterogeneity (Tab 7.1). Among the analysed 

documents, only SVS/AVF239 and CHEST122 report a grade of evidence. The AVF/SVS document217 

recommends pharmaco-mechanical thrombectomy over catheter directed pharmacologic thrombolysis 

alone, while CHEST122 recommends anticoagulant therapy alone versus catheter directed thrombolysis. 

The 2013 EVF/IUA/UIP document recommends catheter-directed thrombolysis or pharmaco-

mechanical thrombolysis, in selected patients with iliofemoral DVT treated in expert centers, while 

recognizing there is low level of evidence.241 In 2014, the European SIR guidelines also recommended 

endovascular thrombus removal, but with a different eligibility treatment period of symptoms onset <28 

days rather than the usually considered 14 days.233 In 2015, NICE guidelines recommended catheter-

directed thrombolysis, while percutaneous mechanical thrombectomy is still under evaluation.245 The 

most recent document from the European Society of Cardiology supports the eventual use of catheter-
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directed thrombolysis, while recommends against the primary use of mechanical thrombus removal 

alone.246 In June 2019 NICE is expected to release recommendations regarding percutaneous mechanical 

thrombectomy for acute deep vein thrombosis of the leg.247 

 

USA 
AVF/SVS 

2012 

EUROPE 
EVF, UIP, IUA 

2013 

EUROPE 
SIR 
2014 

UK 
NICE 
2015 

USA 
CHEST 

2016 

EUROPE 
European Society of 

Cardiology 
2018 

2C 
early thrombus 
removal strategies in 
ambulatory patients 
with: 
good functional 
capacity 
a first episode of ilio-
femoral DVT  <14 
days 
1A 
strongly recommend 
their use in patients 
with limb-threatening 
ischemia due to ilio-
femoral venous 
outflow obstruction 
2C 
PHARMACO-
MECHANICAL 
strategies over 
catheter-directed 
pharmacologic 
thrombolysis alone 
surgical thrombectomy 
if thrombolytic therapy 
is contraindicated 

LOW LEVEL OF 
EVIDENCE 
early thrombus 
removal using 
CATHETER-
DIRECTED 
THROMBOLYSIS 
(level of evidence: 
low) or 
PHARMACO-
MECHANICAL 
THROMBOLYSIS 
(level of evidence: 
low) may be used in 
expert centers in 
selected patients with 
iliofemo- ral DVT. If 
thrombolysis is 
contraindicated, 
surgical thrombectomy 
could be used in expert 
centers. 

NOT GRADED 
ENDOVASCULAR 
THROMBUS 
REMOVAL 
Imaging-proven 
symptomatic DVT in 
IVC or iliac, common 
femoral, and/or 
femoral vein in a 
recently ambulatory 
patient with DVT 
symptoms for o 28 d 
or in whom there is 
strong clinical 
suspicion for recently 
formed (o 28 d) DVT 

NOT GRADED 
Early thrombus 
removal 
(CATHETER-
DIRECTED 
THROMBOLYSIS) 
for ambulatory patients 
with: 

• <14 days 
symptoms 

• Good 
functional 
status 

• Life 
expectancy
>1 y 

• Low risk of 
bleeding 

PERCUTANEOUS 
MECHANICAL 
THROMBECTOMY 
is under evaluation 

2C 
In patients with acute 
proximal DVT of the 
leg, we suggest 
anticoagulant therapy 
alone over 
CATHETER-
DIRECTED 
THROMBOLYSIS 

NOT GRADED 
Adjuvant 
CATHETER-
DIRECTED 
THROMBOLYSIS 
may be considered in 
selected patients with 
ilio- common femoral 
DVT, symptoms <14 
days, and life 
expectancy >1 year if 
performed in 
experienced centres. 
Primary acute DVT 
stenting or 
MECHANICAL 
thrombus removal 
alone are not 
recommended.. 

 

Tab. 7.1: Different indications for early thrombus removal in international guidelines. Only 

SVS/AVF239 and CHEST122 report a grade of evidence. 

 

2. Chronic deep venous interventional treatment 

European, North and South American guidelines are agreeing in indicating percutaneous transluminal 

angioplasty (PTA) and stenting for severely symptomatic patients, with only the AHA243and ESVS6 

documents still taking into consideration a surgical approach, even if with a low level of evidence (Tab 
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7.2). A significant increase in the recommendation strength can be noticed in the AVLS244 and Latin 

America8  documents, yet randomized controlled trials are still missing. 

 

 

USA 
AVF/SVS 

2014 

USA 
AHA 
2014 

EUROPE 
ESVS 
2015 

USA 
AVLS 
2015 

LATAM 
2016 

Patients without ulcer      

PTA + stent  IIbB 
Severly symptomatic 

IIaB 
Symptomatic patients 

1B (ilio-femoral) 
1C (inferior vena cava) 
Leg pain/edema 
affecting QOL not 
palliated by 
compression 

1A 
to improve symptoms 
and quality of life 

Single PTA   IIIaC 
Symptomatic patients 
NOT as single 
treatment 

  

Open surgery   IIbC 
Severely symptomatic  

IIIC 
Not recommended as 
primary treatment 

  

Patients with ulcer      

PTA + stent 1C   1B Iliofemoral 
1C Inferior vena cava 

1A 
to improve symptoms 
and quality of life 

Single PTA      

Open surgery  2C 
if endovascular 
treatment failed 

    

 

Tab. 7.2: International recommendations on percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) and 

stenting for lower limb chronic deep venous disease. European, North and South American guidelines 

are agreeing in indicating percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) and stenting for severely 

symptomatic patients, with only the AHA243and ESVS6 documents still taking into consideration a 

surgical approach, even if with a low level of evidence. 

 

SIGNIFICANT NEW DATA RELATED TO THE MEETING DISCUSSION 

1. Acute deep venous interventional treatment 

In 2016 the 5 years follow up outcomes of the CAVENT study were published showing a significant 

improvement of the ilio-femoral patency and a significant reduction in post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS) 
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incidence following catheter-directed thrombolysis (CDT) versus anticoagulation alone. While an 

absolute risk reduction of 28% in developing PTS was seen in the thrombolysis group, there was no 

significant difference in quality of life improvement between the two groups.248 

Vedantham has emphasized the importance of individualizing treatment to the specific patient, stressing 

the importance of evaluating bleeding risk in catheter directed thrombolysis.249 The ATTRACT trial 

demonstrated that addition of pharmaco-mechanical catheter-directed thrombolysis to anticoagulation 

does not result in an overall lower risk of any post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS) in patients with proximal 

deep venous thrombosis (femoro-popliteal and ilio-femoral) and was associated with a modest increase 

in major bleeding. Nevertheless, the subanalysis of these data shows the benefit in terms of reduced 

moderate-to-severe PTS and PTS symptomatology severity. 250 Interestingly, no significant changes in 

the management of acute deep vein thrombosis have been reported following the publication of the 

ATTRACT trial.251 

A recently published sub-analysis of the ATTRACT trial looked at the femoro-popliteal cases 

specifically and demonstrated that, for this subgroup of patients, performing pharmaco-mechanical 

catheter-directed thrombolysis is of no benefit and is associated with an increased bleeding risk 

(P=0.032).252 Sub-analysis on the ilio-femoral cases of the ATTRACT trial, showed that pharmaco-

mechanical catheter-directed thrombolysis did not influence the overall occurrence of PTS or recurrent 

venous thromboembolism. However, it significantly reduced early symptoms (P<0.01) and, over 24 

months, it reduced PTS severity scores (P<0.01) and resulted in greater improvement in venous disease-

specific quality of life (P=0.029).253  

A review of 6 studies, all comparing experimental groups receiving pharmaco-mechanical 

thrombectomy and control groups receiving catheter-directed thrombolysis for ilio-femoral deep venous 

thrombosis, showed that pharmaco-mechanical thrombectomy reduces the severity of post-thrombotic 

syndrome, thrombus score, duration in hospital, and thrombolysis time compared to catheter-directed 

thrombolysis.254 A second systematic review evaluated 15 retrospective investigations and one 

prospective registry comparing pharmaco-mechanical thrombectomy and catheter-directed 
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thrombolysis. Of these investigations, seven reported comparative evidence of phamaco-mechanical 

thrombectomy versus catheter-directed thrombolysis. The review concluded that percutaneous 

mechanical thrombectomy is a safe and effective in terms of restoration of venous patency, prevention 

of DVT recurrence, and PTS. Moreover, it found that in comparison to catheter-directed thrombolysis 

alone, pharmaco-mechanical thrombectomy offers a lower risk of post-thrombotic syndrome and 

bleeding complications. The authors acknowledged the lack of randomized controlled trials on this 

subject, as previously reported by Cochrane which found no evidence recommending pharmaco-

mechanical thrombectomy over anticoagulation (alone or with compression stockings), 

mechanical thrombectomy, thrombolysis, or other endovascular techniques in the management of people 

with acute deep venous thrombosis of the ilio-femoral vein.255 

 

2. Chronic deep venous interventional treatment 

Seager identified 14 before-and-after endovenous stenting for iliac vein obstruction studies, 1 controlled 

before-and-after investigation, and 1 case series. The analysis showed a weak quality of evidence in 

support of the iliac stenting, but concluded that intervention was safe. A meta-analysis was not feasible 

because of data heterogeneity. 256 

One small randomized trial has evaluated stenting versus medical treatment for iliac venous obstruction 

>50% at the intravascular ultrasound (IVUS). Outcome measures were VAS pain score, Venous Clinical 

Severity Score, and 36-Item Short Form Health Survey quality of life questionnaire. The investigation 

included also stent integrity, migration, and patency rates at 6 months. The results showed that 

stenting is safe and provides effective relief of symptoms and improvement in quality of life compared 

with medical treatment alone in symptomatic patients. 29   

Rizvi et al reported a 98.6% of stent patency at 2 years in non-thrombotic iliac vein lesions.257 

It should be noticed that in the same year it was confirmed that the loss of stent patency due to stent-

related issues like kinking or tapering is hardly ever seen in short-term follow-up. Yet, the same 
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publication reported complications in the 12 months follow-up in up to 39% of cases, so pointing out the 

need of further proper investigations on the topic.258 

 

DISCUSSION  

Finding the proper outcome measure is mandatory in both acute and chronic deep venous disease 

management.  As previously reported for example, CAVENT trial demonstrated an improvement in 

high stent patency rates and reduced incidence of PTS development, but no difference in quality of 

life.248 Before significant evidence-based data on the topic are produced, caution should be paid in not 

elevating the recommendation grade for early thrombus removal. The same definition of venous 

obstruction is still in need of international consensus on its definition. In a 2019 editorial, the same 

supine ultrasound assessment position has been questioned in iliac compression screening, considering 

the possibility of a stenosis resolution in the semi-seated position.259 Considering a >50% stenosis at the 

IVUS investigation as determinant parameter for treatment indication is extremely questionable. As 

reported by the VIDIO trial, IVUS is more sensitive for assessing treatable ilio-femoral vein stenosis 

compared with multiplanar venography. Its use leads to possible revised treatment plans with a potential 

for improved clinical outcome.260 Indeed, a 2018 publication corroborated the conventional definition of 

a clinically significant ilio-femoral stenosis as a >50% cross-sectional area threshold by IVUS, 

specifying that, in non-thrombotic lesions, a threshold of >61% diameter stenosis may better predict 

clinical improvement. Yet the associated positive predictive value for clinical improvement is not 

enough high to lead to treatment indication, pointing out the still needed identification of clinical criteria 

for predicting a reliable post-stenting improvement.261 On this topic a randomized comparative trial is 

on-going, including also assessment of changes in short form 36 (SF-36) and the Veines-QoL/Sym 

questionnaires compared with conventionally treated patients.262 The importance of proper iliac 

obstruction definition has been elegantly demonstrated by an investigation on healthy subjects 

undergoing iliac veins angiography: 80% of the study population had at least two signs of May-Thurner 

compression and 15% had collaterals activation. In a national survey among specialists, 55% considered 
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the angiographic sign of >50% compression as indication to treatment.263 Than, IVUS results to be an 

excellent tool for guiding the procedure, rather than for leading to the treatment indication. In 

conclusion, considering the paucity of properly designed investigations on the topic, as pointed out by 

Seager revision, high recommendations grade should be avoided in the current guidelines.256 

Looking at the number of patients treated per hospital in the available multi-center analysis, a paucity of 

cases per recruiting institution is easily noticed, so bringing up the further bias of data collections 

performed by health professionals with limited experience. Only centers with proper training should be 

included in future analysis.  

An extreme focus on objective measurements such as stenotic pressure values and symptomatology 

validated assessment is mandatory for proper advancement in chronic deep venous disease 

understanding and management. In particular a validated outcome measure tool should be created, 

potentially even before than running other investigations deprived of sound endpoints. Indeed Venous 

Clinical Severity Score and Villalta score have already been reported as suboptimal in this aspect, 

particularly considering the lack of venous claudication report, one of the main symptoms in this type of 

patients. Moreover, a recent publication by Trinh demonstrated that the use of Villalta for defining PTS 

may lead to false positive diagnosis in 42% of patients with primary chronic venous disease, so 

significantly limiting its reliability in the assessments dedicated to ilio-femoral obstruction.264 The 

present data urge a significant advancement in research and education on this topic, so to offer the best 

therapeutic choice to the patient, while avoiding overuse of not perfectly designed outcome measures 

and potentially related overtreatment. 

 

KEY MESSAGES 

• In case of acute deep venous obstruction, among the analysed documents, only SVS/AVF240 and 

CHEST122 report a grade of evidence. The AVF/SVS document239 recommends pharmaco-mechanical 

thrombectomy over catheter directed pharmacologic thrombolysis alone, while CHEST10 recommends 

anticoagulant therapy alone versus catheter directed thrombolysis. 
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• European, North and South American guidelines are generally agreeing in indicating percutaneous 

transluminal angioplasty (PTA) and stenting only for severely symptomatic patients. 

• Subanalysis on the ilio-femoral cases of the ATTRACT trial, showed that pharmaco-mechanical 

catheter-directed thrombolysis did not influence the overall occurrence of PTS or recurrent venous 

thromboembolism. However, it significantly reduced early symptoms (P<0.01) and, over 24 months, it 

reduced PTS severity scores (P<0.01) and resulted in greater improvement in venous disease-specific 

quality of life (P=0.029).253  

• No clear evidence can recommend pharmaco-mechanical thrombectomy over anticoagulation (alone or 

with compression stockings), mechanical thrombectomy, thrombolysis, or other endovascular 

techniques in the management of people with acute deep venous thrombosis of the iliofemoral tract. 

• A proper score to evaluate post-thrombotic syndrome and ilio-femoral recanalization success is needed.  

 

SUGGESTED RESEARCH TOPICS 

• Randomized controlled trials comparing pharmaco-mechanical thrombectomy and catheter-directed 

thrombolysis.  

• A proper score to evaluate post-thrombotic syndrome and ilio-femoral recanlizaion success is needed.  

• International consensus on proper definition of chronic venous obstruction and related assessment 

protocol. 

 

8. VENOUS ACTIVE DRUGS 

 

TOPICS  

• Venous active drugs (VAD) for venous symptoms & signs 

• VAD indications for venous ulcer 
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ANALYSED GUIDELINES 

• AUSTRALIA 2011: Australian Wound Management Association & New Zeland Wound care 

society.265 

• USA 2011: American Venous Forum (AVF)/ Society of Vascular Surgery (SVS) guidelines.2 

• USA 2014: SVS/AVF Management of venous leg ulcers: clinical practice guidelines.32 

• EUROPE 2015: European Society of Vasular Surgery (ESVS). Management of Chronic Venous 

Disease: Clinical Practice Guidelines.6 

• UK 2013-2016: NICE guidelines.40  

• LATIN AMERICA 2016: Guias latinamoericanas de terapeutica para la patologia venosa.8 

• EUROPE 2016: European dermatology forum. Evidence-based (S3) guidelines for diagnostics and 

treatment of venous leg ulcers.266 

• GLOBAL 2018: International Union of Phlebology (UIP), International Union of Angiology (IUA), 

Cardiovascular Disease Educational and Research Trust, European Venous Forum (EVF), Management 

of chronic venous disorders of the lower limbs. Guidelines according to Scientific Evidence. Part I.11 

 

CURRENT INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ANALYSIS 

Venous active drugs (VAD) are not globally defined with precision, generally being identified with 

substances acting on the venous system and particularly addressed to the management of lower limb 

chronic venous insufficiency and venous thrombosis. No recommendations on VAD were found in the 

NICE guidelines.40 

 

1. VAD indications for venous symptoms 

As reported in Tab. 8.1, international guidelines are differing in the VAD method analysis. 

AVF/SVS American ones report a list of drugs indicated all with the same recommendation grade (2B),2 

while the European ones indicate them with a 2aA grade without specifying which substances.6 On the 

other side, Latin America guidelines are providing a list of drugs with specific grade of evidence per 
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each substance, but without specifying the dedicated symptom/signs.8 To the contrary, 2018 global 

guidelines are providing specific recommendation grades per each drug, together with the related 

symptom/signs.11 The above described data heterogeneity makes a comparison among evidence grades 

impossible. It is noteworthy how the general indication to VAD prescription for venous symptoms 

varies from 2B to 1A in the different guidelines.2,6,8,11,32,40,265, 

 

2.  VAD indications for ulcer management 

Similarly to the indication for venous symptoms, VAD are recommended for ulcer management with 

different recommendation grades by the international guidelines.  

The mainly considered drugs are micronized purified flavonoid fraction (MPFF), sulodexide, rutoside 

and pentoxifylline. Pentoxifylline is not recommended for routine use by the ESVS guidelines6 while it 

is indicated by the global 2018 guidelines11 with an A level of evidence. 

MPFF is indicated with a 1B grade of evidence by both the SVS/AVF 20142 and Latin America8 

guidelines, while the ESVS6 document recommend it with a 2aA grade and the global 201811 guidelines 

with an A level.  

These latter two groups6,11 indicate sulodexide with the same grade of evidence. ESVS6 document is not 

recommending ASA use as primary treatment, but it states its possible use in case of resistant ulcers 

(grade 3C).  

 

 USA 
SVS/AVF 

2011 
EUROPE ESVS 2015 LATAM 2016 GLOBAL UIP,EVF,IUA 

2018 

PAIN Diosmin, Hesperidine, 
Horse chestnut,MPFF, 
Rutosides, Sulodexide 

(2B) 

2aA 
(no drugs mentioned) 

Generally indicated from C2 
– C6 

Calcium Dobesilate (2B) 
Diosmin (2C) 

Ginko Biloba  (2C) 
Oxerutins (not specified) 

MPFF (1B) 
Ruscus  (2B) 

Ruthosides  (2B) 
Soludexide (no grading) 

Vitis vinifera (2B) 

Calcium Dobesilate (2B), 
Horse Chestnut (1A), MPFF 

(1A), Oxerutins (1A), 
Ruscus (1A) 

 
HAEVINESS 

 
Calcium Dobesilate (2A), 
MPFF (1A), Ruscus (1A) 

 
SWELLING Diosmin, Hesperidine, 

Horse chestnut,MPFF, 
Rutosides, Sulodexide 

(2B) 

MPFF (1A), Ruscus (1A) 

FUNCTIONAL 
DISCONFORT  Calcium Dobesilate (2B), 

MPFF (1A) 
LEG FATIGUE  Ruscus (1B) 
CRAMPS  MPFF (1B), Oxerutins (1B), 
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Ruscus (2B-C) 
PARESTHESIA 

 
Calcium Dobesilate (2B), 

MPFF (2B-C), Ruscus (1A) 
 

BURNING  MPFF (2B-C) 
PRURITUS  Horse Chestnut (1A), 

Ruscus (2B-C) 
REDNESS   MPFF (1B) 
SKIN CHANGES   MPFF (1A) 
EDEMA (ankle region) 

  

Calcium Dobesilate (2A), 
Horse Chestnut (1A), MPFF 

(1B), Ruscus (1A) 
 

QUALITY OF LIFE   MPFF (1A) 

 

Tab. 8.1: Recommendations for venous active drugs for venous symptoms and signs. International 

guidelines are differing in the VAD method analysis. AVF/SVS American ones report a list of drugs 

indicated all with the same recommendation grade (2B),2 while the European ones indicate them with a 

2aA grade without specifying which substances.6 On the other side, Latin America guidelines are 

providing a list of drugs with specific grade of evidence per each substance, but without specifying the 

dedicated symptom/signs.8 To the contrary, 2018 global guidelines are providing specific 

recommendation grades per each drug, together with the related symptom/signs.11 

 

 

USA 
SVS/AVF 

2011 

USA 
SVS/AVF 

2014 
EUROPE ESVS 2015 LATAM 2016 GLOBAL 

UIP,EVF,IUA 2018 

MPFF 

2B 1B 2aA 1B A 

Sulodexide NOT REPORTED 
but recommenden in 
the 2006 American 
College of Chest 

Physician guidelines 
(grade 2B) 

 2aA Recommended 
(no grade) A 

Diosmin 

   2C  

Rutosides, 
hesperidine (HMC) 

   2B B 
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Horse chestnut seed 
extract 
(Aescin)   

Routine use is not 
recommended  

3B 
2C  

Calcium Dobesilate 

   2B  

Pentoxifylline 

2B 1B 
Routine use is not 

recommended  
3B 

2B A 

Acetyl-salcylic acid 

  

Not recommended but 
it may be considered 

for resistant ulcer 
3C 

  

 

Tab. 8.2: International recommendations on venous active drugs for venous ulcer management. 

The mainly considered drugs are micronized purified flavonoid fraction (MPFF), sulodexide, rutoside 

and pentoxifylline. Pentoxifylline is not recommended for routine use by the ESVS guidelines6 while it 

is indicated by the global 2018 guidelines11 with an A level of evidence. 

MPFF is indicated with a 1B grade of evidence by both the SVS/AVF 20142 and Latin America8 

guidelines, while the ESVS6 document recommend it with a 2aA grade and the global 201811 guidelines 

with an A level. These latter two groups6,11 indicate sulodexide with the same grade of evidence. 

 

SIGNIFICANT RECENT DATA RELATED TO THE MEETING DISCUSSION 

In 2017 an American systematic review on MPFF concluded that the general level of evidence supports 

its recommendation for the healing of venous ulcers and for the reduction in symptoms of chronic 

venous disease.267 

In  2018 a systematic review demonstrated that sulodexide significantly reduces the recurrence of 

venous-thromboembolism after discontinuation of anticoagulation treatment.268 

In the same year a Cochrane analysis on Rutosides reported no significant evidence supporting its use in 

post-trhombotic syndrome symptoms control compared to placebo or graduated compression 

stockings.269 
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In 2019 a review on sulodexide pointed out its anti-inflammatory and anti-thrombotic actions supporting 

its clinical benefit throughout the chronic venous disease spectrum.270 

In 2018 and 2019, two reviews on MPFF supported its use in all the 6 CEAP clinical classes.271,272  

Because of the significant amount of literature on VAD for venous ulcer treatment has unclear risk of 

bias for randomization, allocation concealment, and blinding, a 2016 systematic review concluded that 

pentoxifylline (400 mg, 3 times a day) was the only drug showing promise as an effective adjunct to 

venous ulcer treatment.273 Yet, pentoxifylline is currently unlicensed and the ESVS European guidelines 

recommend against its use.6 

In the same year, a Cochrane analysis on phlebotonics (rutosides, hidrosmine and diosmine, calcium 

dobesilate, centella asiatica, aminaftone, french maritime pine bark extract and grape seed extract) for 

venous insufficiency concluded that VAD may have a beneficial effect on oedema and on some signs 

and symptoms related to chronic venous insufficiency (trophic disorders, cramps, restless legs, 

paresthesia) when compared to placebo, but can also produce adverse effects. No difference was found 

in comparison of phlebotonics with placebo for venous ulcer healing. The same document pointed out 

the need of more high-quality randomized comparative trials focused on clinically important outcomes 

in order to improve the evidence.274 

In 2017 the combination of sulodexide and diosmin-hesperidin micronized purified flavonoids was 

demonstrated to be effective in accelerating ulcer healing, controlling pain and improving 

lipodermatosclerosis.275 

 

DISCUSSION  

A fundamental aspect to be taken into consideration both in the VAD for venous symptoms and venous 

ulcer management is the current lack of properly validated tools for objective data reporting. This is 

particularly evident for example in the quality of life and symptoms assessment. For data analysis 

homogeneity future research should also carefully assess the impact of muscolo-skeletal and postural 

condition potentially confounding the patient reported outcome in terms of symptomatology. Weight 
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bearing analysis data report should be taken into consideration for example. Of significant importance is 

the absence of evidence-based data on the timing between the initiating VAD and the minimum period 

of VAD treatment for guaranteeing its effectiveness. VAD categories represents a major confounding 

factor in itself, considering that drugs with significantly different pharmacokinetics and 

pharmacodynamics are included in the same group, making the vast majority of international guidelines 

currently inaccurate for any meaningful comparisons. Future investigations should also address the 

potential bias of the patient psychological component together with the wide range in symptoms and 

quality of life report: the lack of proper description tool in this context has been recently published both 

related to varicose veins276 and ulcer conditions.277 Last but not least, clear correlations among 

hemodynamics changes and VAD use are missing in the literature, while they should be planned for a 

better understanding of the venous bio-signaling and the related clinical impact. In conclusion, the use 

of VAD for venous symptoms and venous ulcer healing enjoy a growing interest in their applications, 

yet VAD are deprived of a proper research methodology that would otherwise provide strong and 

globally shared recommendations for many related topics in the treatment of chronic venous disease.  

Future well-designed investigations involving a multi-specialty approach and using properly validated 

tools for homogeneous and unbiased assessment are strongly encouraged.  

 

KEY MESSAGES 

• Venous active drug specific definition is missing leading to bias in the recommendations dedicated to 

different substances for venous symptoms and signs.   

• Micronized purified flavonoid fraction and sulodexide are the main drugs recommended in ulcer 

management, yet with different grade of evidence in the different guidelines.   
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SUGGESTED RESEARCH TOPICS 

• Randomized comparative studies assessing the effect of specific venous active drugs in homogeneous 

populations with the support also of basic-science analysis of the same drug effect on the venous 

inflammation.  

 

9. VENOUS ULCER MANAGEMENT 

 

TOPICS  

• Venous ulcer management: compression, wound dressings, antibiotics, interventional procedures.  

 

ANALYSED GUIDELINES 

• AUSTRALIA 2011: Australian Wound Management Association & New Zeland Wound care 

society.265 

• USA 2011: American Venous Forum (AVF)/ Society of Vascular Surgery (SVS) guidelines.2 

• USA 2014: SVS/AVF Management of venous leg ulcers: clinical practice guidelines.32 

• EUROPE 2015: European Society of Vascular Surgery (ESVS). Management of Chronic Venous 

Disease: Clinical Practice Guidelines.6 

• UK 2013-2016: NICE guidelines.40  

• LATIN AMERICA 2016: Guias latinamoericanas de terapeutica para la patologia venosa.8 

• EUROPE 2016: European dermatology forum. Evidence-based (S3) guidelines for diagnostics and 

treatment of venous leg ulcers.266 

• GLOBAL 2018: International Union of Phlebology (UIP), International Union of Angiology (IUA), 

Cardiovascular Disease Educational and Research Trust, European Venous Forum (EVF), Management 

of chronic venous disorders of the lower limbs. Guidelines according to Scientific Evidence. Part I.11 
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CURRENT INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ANALYSIS 

International guidelines recognize the pivotal role of appropriate compression in ulcer healing and 

recurrence prevention. At the same time no clear recommendations can be found for the most 

appropriate compression methodology (type, duration, and dose). The role of compression in venous 

ulcer healing and recurrence prevention has been extensively reported in this document session 

dedicated to bandaging and graduated elastic stockings. Table 9.1 summarizes the recommendations 

from the different societies.  
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9. VENOUS ULCER MANAGEMENT 

 

 

 

 

Tab. 9.1: International recommendations for compression for venous ulcer healing and 

recurrence prevention. While compression is generally recognized in its main role for venous ulcer 

healing and recurrence prevention, a significant heterogeneity in the grade of evidence is detected 

among different guidelines.  

 

 

USA 
AVF/SVS 

2011 
(GRADE) 

AUSTRALIA 
2011 
(A-D) 

UK 
NICE 

2013-2016 

USA 
AVF/SVS 

2014 
(GRADE) 

EUROPE 
ESVS 
2015 

(I-III; A-C) 

LATAM 
2016 

(GRADE) 

EUROPEAN 
DERMATOLOGY 

FORUM 
2016 

(I-IV) 

EUROPE 
2018 

(GRADE) 

USA 
AVF/SVS/AVLS 

2019 
(GRADE) 

Healing 1B 

B 
 

Zinc bandage 
to promote 

epithelialisation 
of a healthy 
granulated 
superficial 

ulcer 

Compression 
is 

recommended 
 

Juxta  
CURES  

(2015) and 
COBAN 2 

(2018) 
recommended 

1A 
 

2B 
Multicomponent 

bandage vs 
single-

component 
 

2C 
IPC when 
standard 

compression has 
failed or is not 

feasible 

IA 
(specific 
bandage) 

 
IIaB 

At least 40 
mmHg 

 
IA 

Compression 
bandage as 

initial 
treatment to 

promote 
healing 

 
IIaB 

IPC  after 6 
month 

when the 
other have 

failed 

1B 

I 
No evidence that a 
particular type of 

bandage is the best. 
High pressure is 

more effective than 
low compression 

 
4 layer bandage if 
inexperienced in 

high pressure 
 

Short stretch the 
best to reduce 

edema 
 

Graduated elastic 
stockings whenever 

size and level of 
exudation allow it 

1A 1B 

Recurrence 
Prevention 1A B 2B IB IA II 1A 1B 
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 USA  
AVF/SVS 
2011 
(GRADE) 

AUSTRALIA 
2011 
(A-D) 

UK  
NICE 
2013-2016 

USA  
AVF/SVS 
2014 
(GRADE) 

EUROPE 
ESVS 
2015 
(I-III; A-C) 

LATAM 
2016 
(GRADE) 

EUROPEAN 
DERMATOLOGY 
FORUM 
2016 
(I-IV) 

WOUND 
DRESSINGS 

Not 
reported 

B 
No specific dressing 
product is superior 
for reducing healing 
time in VLUs. 
Select dressings 
based on clinical 
assessment of the 
ulcer, cost, access 
and patient/health 
professional 
preferences.  

Simple non- 
adherent 
dressing are 
recommended 
in the 
management of 
venous leg 
ulcer. 

2C 
 topical dressing 
that will manage 
venous leg ulcer 
exudate and 
maintain a moist, 
warm wound bed.  
 
2B 
primary wound 
dressing that will 
absorb wound 
exudate produced 
by the ulcer 
(alginates, foams) 
and protect the 
periulcer skin.  

IIbA 
Wound dressing 
may be considered 
to promote healing 
of venous 
ulceration 
 
IIbC 
Zinc dressings and 
cadexomer iodin 
may be considered 
to promote venous 
ulcer healing as 
first and second 
choice, 
respectively 

Not 
reported 

I 
Hydrocolloids not 
more effective than 
gauze 
 
III 
There are 
indications that pain 
in combined ulcers 
is reduced by either 
a hydrocolloid or a 
foam dressing 
 
IV 
modern wound 
dressings are better 
than the traditional 
gauzes in wound 
healing 

 

Tab. 9.2: International recommendations on wound dressings for venous ulcer. Lack of 

homogeneity in the grade of evidence and the absence of a sound indication for their prescription is 

evident. The European Dermatology Forum document is the only one, among the analysed published 

guidelines, suggesting that modern wound dressings are better than traditional gauzes in wound 

healing.266 

 

International recommendations on topical dressings for venous ulcer are reported in 9.2, highlighting the 

lack of homogeneity in the grade of evidence and the absence of a sound indication for their 

prescription. The European Dermatology Forum document is the only one, among the analysed 

published guidelines, suggesting that modern wound dressings are better than traditional gauzes in 

wound healing.266 Yet this indication has the lowest level of evidence, indicating low quality evidence 

and need for further investigations for proper recommendations.  

Indications for antibiotic use in venous ulcer management is quite homogeneous among the analysed 

international documents, recommending the use of systemic therapy only in cases of clinical signs of 

infection. A general agreement among the different guidelines is present in not using anti-microbial 

products routinely or in colonized wounds. On the contrary, lack of homogeneity in the grade of 
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evidence for non-systemic infections in venous ulcer bed can be noticed in the different guidelines 

recommendation (Table 9.3).  

 

 USA  
AVF/SVS 
2011 
(GRADE) 

AUSTRALIA 
2011 
(A-D) 

UK  
NICE 
2013-2016 

USA  
AVF/SVS 
2014 
(GRADE) 

EUROPE 
ESVS 
2015 
(I-III; A-C) 

LATAM 2016 
(GRADE) 

EUROPEAN 
DERMATOLO
GY 
FORUM 
2016 
(I-IV) 

ANTIBIOTICS Not reported B 
Systemic should 
not be used in 
standard care  in 
absence of 
clinical 
infection 

C 
Systemic not be 
used unless 
there is 
evidence of 
clinical 
infection. 
Insufficient 
evidence  
to recommend 
the use of silver 
dressings in  
infected or 
contaminated 
wounds 

2A 
Against topical 
antimicrobial in 
non infected 
(2A) and 
colonized (2C) 
venous ulcers.  
 
1B 
Systemic for 
cellulitis 
 
1C 
Systemic (first 2 
weeks orally) in 
case of clinical 
infection 
 
2C 
Against topical 
antimicrobial 
for infected 
wounds 

IIIb 
Zinc , oral 
antibiotics, 
horse chestnut 
seed extract and 
pentoxifilline is 
not 
recommended. 
Antibiotics only 
in case of 
clinical 
infection, not 
for colonization.   

Oral or systemic 
in signs  of 
erysipelas and 
cellulitis. 

III 
Systemic  
appeared to be 
meaningless 
without sign of 
active  infection 
Topical  
antibiotics have 
no place in the 
treatment 
 
IV 
Topical 0.5–1% 
acetic acid 
solution may be 
used to treat 
wounds 
contaminated 
with 
pseudomonas. 
However, a 
scientific basis 
is lacking for 
this. 

 

Tab. 9.3: International recommendations on antibiotic use for venous ulcer management.  

Indications for antibiotic use in venous ulcer management is quite homogeneous among the analysed 

international documents, recommending the use of systemic therapy only in cases of clinical signs of 

infection. A general agreement among the different guidelines is present in not using anti-microbial 

products routinely or in colonized wounds. 
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 USA  
AVF/SVS 
2011 
(GRADE) 

AUSTRALIA 
2011 
(A-D) 

UK  
NICE 
2013-2016 

USA  
AVF/SVS 
2014 
(GRADE) 

EUROPE 
ESVS 
2015 
(I-III; A-C) 

LATAM 2016 
(GRADE) 

EUROPEAN 
DERMATOLOGY 
FORUM 
2016 
(I-IV) 

VENOUS 
PROCEDURE 

1A 
ablation of the 
incompetent 
vein 

Possible 
beneficial effect, 
but not enough 
evidence to 
overcome 
standard care. 

Patients with 
chronic venous 
leg ulcer and 
superficial 
venous reflux 
should be 
considered for 
superficial 
venous surgery 
for recurrence. 

1B 
For healing 
1C 
For recurrence 
risk reduction 

IB 
The 
possibility of 
active venous 
intervention 
should be 
explored for 
venous ulcer 
healing 
 
IIaB 
Foam 
scleroterapy  
as primary 
treatment  in 
elderly and 
frail patients 
with venous  
Ulcers. 

1 A 
ablation of the 
insufficient 
superficial 
venous system 
plus 
compression to 
reduce 
recurrence 
 
2B 
Treatment of the 
incompetent 
perforating vein 
located around 
an open or close 
ulcers  
 
2C 
SEPS, 
ultrasound –
guided 
sclerotherapy  or 
thermoablation 
for the 
incompetent 
perforating vein 
treatment.     

I 
Short Stripping + 
SEPS for combined 
superficial and 
perforator 
insufficiency 
 
III 
Sclero-compression 
therapy  to improve 
healing 

 

Tab. 9.4: Indications to interventional procedures for venous ulcer management. While a general 

agreement toward the application of procedures in venous ulcer management exists in all the guidelines 

evaluated, a significant heterogeneity in the reported grade of evidence is detected.  

 

Table 9.4 includes the different indications to venous interventional treatment for venous ulcer healing 

and venous ulcer recurrence reduction. While a general agreement toward the application of procedures 

in venous ulcer management exists in all the guidelines evaluated, a significant heterogeneity in the 

reported grade of evidence is detected.  
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 USA  
AVF/SVS 
2011 
(GRADE) 

AUSTRALIA 
2011 
(A-D) 

UK  
NICE 
2013-2016 

USA  
AVF/SVS 
2014 
(GRADE) 

EUROPE 
ESVS 
2015 
(I-III; A-C) 

LATAM 2016 
(GRADE) 

EUROPEAN 
DERMATOLOGY 
FORUM 
2016 
(I-IV) 

NEGATIVE 
PRESSURE 
THERAPY 

Not reported Not enough 
evidence 

Not enough 
evidence 

2C 
Against 
primary use 

Not reported Not reported III 
in some trials, in 
which negative 
pressure treatment 
led to faster wound 
healing were of low 
power 

SKIN 
GRAFTING 

B 
Consider bi-
layered, 
bioengineered 
skin grafts to 
promote 
healing in 
persistent 
VLUs  

2B 
against split-
thickness skin 
grafting as 
primary 
therapy  
 
2B 
recommended 
for selected 
large venous 
leg ulcers that 
have failed to 
show signs of 
healing with 
standard care 
for 4 to 6 
weeks  

Not reported Not reported I 
the additional value 
of (various sorts) 
transplantation in 
the treatment of 
venous ulcers has 
not been proven. It 
is possible that 
transplantation may 
speed up the 
healing of ulcers. 
Good randomized 
studies are 
necessary to prove 
this  

 

 

Tab. 9.5: International recommendations for negative pressure therapy and skin grafting in 

wound management. International guidelines are in agreement with not recommending negative 

pressure therapy and skin grafting for venous ulcer as primary treatment, considering the paucity of 

evidence-based data for these modalities.  

As reported in table 9.5, international guidelines are in agreement with not recommending negative 

pressure therapy and skin grafting for venous ulcer as primary treatment, considering the paucity of 

evidence-based data for these modalities.  

 

SIGNIFICANT RECENT DATA RELATED TO THE MEETING DISCUSSION 

In a 2018 Cochrane analysis pointed out the need of more research to determine whether particular 

dressings or topical agents improve the probability of healing venous ulcers.278 

In the same year, in United Kingdom, the EVRA trial demonstrated a faster venous ulcer healing and a 

longer median ulcer-free time following endovenous ablation and compression versus compression 

alone, so that currently NICE recommends early endovenous treatment in patients with venous ulcers.279 
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Interestingly, no significant changes in the practice patterns of British physicians tendency to 

recommend interventional treatment has been reported. The possible explanation of this finding has 

been linked with the heterogeneity with other guidelines recommendation and with the possible 

knowledge gap of the new indication.280 

Negative pressure therapy and skin grafting remain deprived of significant evidence leading to strong 

recommendation for venous ulcer treatment. In particular, Cochrane Reviews have stated the absolute 

need of future investigation assessing the effectiveness of negative pressure therapy.281 

In 2016 a study evaluating the combination of vacuum-assisted closure and skin grafting resulted in not 

superior results compared to conventional dressing, and associated with more complications.282  

On the contrary, in 2017 a published systematic review on skin grafting reported promising outcome in 

venous ulcer healing by autologous split-thickness skin grafting.283 

In addition, in 2017, the future potentials of autologous-derived stem-cells in venous ulcer treatment was 

described.284 Future work and trials are needed before recommendations for autologous stem cells can 

be recommended for venous ulcer treatment.  

 

DISCUSSION  

International guidelines on venous ulcer management have significant variability in the published 

literature, exemplifying the difficulties with the creation of homogeneous global recommendations.285 

Both for VAD and venous ulcer care, future international recommendations should focus on a 

standardized assessment of the same available evidence. A dedicated approach for standardization is 

represented by the Appraisal of Guidelines for Research and Evaluation (AGREE) tool: an analysis 

instrument for developmental process and reporting quality of guidelines to address the issue of 

variability in the quality of practice guidelines. Such analysis deals with the methodological rigor of 

recommendations formulation and clarity of presentation, without assessing the accuracy of the same 

indications. A recent publication applied AGREE on the currently available international guidelines for 

venous ulcer management, pointing out the lack of elements in the methodology.286 
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Another major bias easily recognized in the analysed literature on this topic is the inclusion of usually 

uncomplicated and/or small size ulcers, so creating the confounding factor of an easier benefit from 

VAD and a more difficult advantage of dedicated dressings. Scores related to wound care in venous 

ulcers, such as the one introduced by Falanga,287 are available and their use should be included in future 

investigations to enhance the homogeneity among the different study populations when evaluating 

treatment related outcomes.  

 

KEY MESSAGES 

• Graduated compression is recognized as pivotal in ulcer treatment by all the analysed guidelines. Yet, 

no clear indications are found regarding the best type, duration and dose of compression.  

• A general agreement among the different guidelines is present in not using anti-microbial products 

routinely or in colonized wounds.  

• The European Dermatology Forum document is the only one, among the analysed published guidelines, 

suggesting that modern wound dressings are better than traditional gauzes in wound healing.243 

• Different grade of evidence are reported in indications to treatment for venous ulcer management.  

 

SUGGESTED RESEARCH TOPICS 

• Randomized comparative trial focused on the real need of advanced dressings in venous ulcer 

management.  

• Investigations assessing the real advantage of negative pressure therapy and regenerative cellular 

therapy.  

• Cost-effectiveness analysis in proper compression for ulcer management, randomizing bandaging, 

adjustable compressions wraps and graduated compression stockings.  
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10. LOWER LIMB LYMPHEDEMA  

 

TOPICS  

• Conservative management of lymphoedema 

a. Complex decongestive physiotherapy 

b. Graduated compression  

c. Intermittent pneumatic compression  

d. Mesotherapy in lymphedema 

• Surgical management of lymphoedema 

 

ANALYSED GUIDELINES  

• GLOBAL 2006: International Lymphoedema Framework. International consensus: best practice for the 

management of lymphoedema.288 

• ITALY 2007: Lymphedema Italian guidelines289 

• GLOBAL 2013: International Union of Phlebology (UIP) Diagnosis and treatment of primary 

lymphedema. Consensus document290 

• ITALY 2015: Italian Society for the study of Vascular Anomalies (SISAV). Vascular Anomalies 

Guidelines291 

• GLOBAL 2015: International Union of Angiology (IUA) - International Society for Vascular 

Investigation (ISVI) Consensus for diagnosis guideline of chronic lymphedema of the limbs.292 

• GLOBAL 2016: International Society of Lymphology (ISL)293  

• ITALY 2016: Italian society of phlebology- Italian society of vascular and endovascular surgery (SIF-

SICVE)78 

• LATIN AMERICA 2017: Latin American consensus for the treatment of lymphedema.294 

• NETHERLANDS 2017: Dutch lymphedema guidelines.295 

• UK 2018: Lymphoedema BMJ Best Practice 2018.296 
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ANALYSIS OF CURRENT INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS  

Despite growing awareness of the burden of lymphedema, with up to 250 million people affected 

worldwide,297 clear evidence based investigations and related recommendations are lacking in the 

literature.  

Moreover, the analysis of international guidelines reveals marked heterogeneity in recommendations 

related to the same indications, with only a limited number of documents reporting grades of evidence 

and levels of recommendation (e.g. UIP 2013,290 IUA-ISVI 2015,292 SIF – SICVE 201678).  

As reported by the UIP 2013 consensus document,290 numerous staging systems have been proposed, 

though none of these comprehensively characterizes lymphedema presentations. 

The ISL293 and LATAM294 consensus documents, despite being published in the same year, present two 

different staging systems.  ISL,293 in accordance with BMJ 2018,296 reports 4 stages (subclinical, early 

fluid accumulation, oedema independent of leg elevation, elephantiasis), while LATAM294 identifies 5 

stages (edema, fibrotic edema, fibrosclerosis, sclerosis, elephantiasis).  

Complex Decongestive Physiotherapy (CDP) is universally recognized as pivotal in lymphedema 

management by all guidelines, with the UIP290 and LATAM8,294 documents agreeing on 1B level of 

evidence. The BMJ 2018296 document is an exception, highlighting the unclear benefit of CDP 

compared to compression and self-massage due to the amount of time, effort and resources required to 

deliver it. At the same time, CDP in itself presents a definition that varies among the different 

international documents, with just the Dutch guidelines295 and the Lymphedema Association of North 

America Position Statement298 specifying the requirements for being considered a specialized treatment 

center and a specialist, respectively. CDP nomenclature is variable despite reference to the same subject. 

For example, CDP, despite officially referred to as “Complex Decongestive Therapy” by ISL 2016,293 

was also defined as ‘intensive therapy’, ‘combined physiotherapy’, ‘Decongestive Lymphatic Therapy’ 

and ‘Combined Physical Lymphoedema treatment’ in the different society documents. The importance 

of a graduated compression is recognized by all guidelines, with the most recent 2018 European 
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consensus statement upgrading the recommendation to level 1A80, which is in contrast with the 1B 

recommendation reported by the 2016 SIF- SICVE78 and UIP 2013290 guidelines. Regarding the level of 

compression, ISL 2016293 recommends the highest tolerated compression between 20 to 60 mmHg, 

while BMJ 2018296 recommends at least 30 mmHg. 

Among guidelines there is agreement in supporting intermittent pneumatic compression (IPC) as part of 

the therapeutic protocol, though never as a “stand-alone” treatment. IPC has been shown to reduce lower 

limb volume by up to 69%,102 yet the evidence is limited by studies reporting the use of different 

devices and protocols, resulting in a 2C recommendation according to UIP 2013293 and 1B according to 

the Italian 2016 SICVE-SIF guidelines.78 Little detail regarding timing and pressure levels are reported 

in the different guidelines, with the exception of the Latin American ones294 suggesting 1-2 cycles per 

minute, with pressures between 20 and 40 mmHg. The BMJ guidelines296 recognize the effectiveness of 

IPC in reducing limb volumes, but highlight the heterogeneity of the literature in terms of device use 

and the lack of long-term follow up studies. Injection of substances like hyaluronidase or similar in the 

subcutaneous tissue by mesotherapy for lymphedema has only been quoted by the ISL 2016293 and Latin 

American guidelines,294 highlighting the unclear benefit of this practice and the potential for harm, for 

example by representing a possible source for infection in a limb with an altered immunological system. 

No levels of evidence have been reported regarding pharmacotherapy for lymphedema, with BMJ 2018 

concluding it would be best to avoid their use until more evidence is produced.296 General agreement is 

reported regarding the use of lymphatic surgery only when conservative management has not been 

satisfactory. The UIP 2013290 guidelines are the only ones to specify a timeline of at least 6 months of 

conservative treatment attempted prior to considering surgical intervention (grade 1C recommendation). 

The importance of surgery not being a stand-alone treatment modality, and of a multidisciplinary 

approach, is highlighted in all the guidelines. 
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SIGNIFICANT RECENT DATA RELATED TO THE MEETING DISCUSSION 

According to BMJ 2018,296 there are two main surgical options for leg lymphedema: excisional and 

anastomotic procedures. The review by Cormier et al299 highlights that a number of surgical approaches 

have demonstrated to be beneficial in selected patients. Nevertheless, these data are based on studies 

with small patient numbers, non-standardized measurement techniques and lacking long-term follow up. 

In 2014, Hadamitzky et al’s review also highlighted the difficulty in comparing data from diverse 

studies due to the different lymphoedema definitions and classifications employed. Nonetheless, the 

review highlighted both the lack of clear evidence supporting lympho-venous anastomosis, and of strong 

evidence against it; thus, the therapeutic strategy in these patients should not exclude surgery.300 

A 2017 systematic review by Carl et al reported that the analysis of a total of 12 high quality studies, 

including 3.074 patients, indicated that lympho-venous anastomosis is the most appropriate technical 

choice for early to mid-stages of lymphedema, considering the low complication profile and validated 

success. On the contrary, considerable risks are associated with vascularized lymphnode transfer and 

this procedure should be reserved only for severe lymphedema (ISL IIB to III). Also, in this revision, the 

heterogeneity of the included studies is reported, highlighting the lack of head to head comparisons of 

microsurgical techniques.301 A recently published study highlighted the importance of appropriate 2-

compartment lymphoscintigraphy in order to accurately detect lymphatic flow abnormalities and to plan 

adequate treatment and eventual surgical repair.302 With regards to conservative management, adjustable 

compression wraps are producing preliminary evidence of benefit, providing appropriate pressure with 

significant lymphedema patient compliance, and evidence that this is suitable for self-management.303,304 

 

DISCUSSION 

Lack of homogeneity is the current Achillles’ heel of modern lymphology. Indeed CDP, graduated and 

intermittent compression and lymphatic surgery have all demonstrated clear potential for benefit in the 

treatment of lymphoedema; yet heterogeneity in study population, study methodology (both in CDP 

delivery and in compression devices) and outcome measurement introduces bias that limits the evidence 
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base. In 2017295 the Dutch guidelines highlighted the importance of organizing “chronic care models” 

able to manage appropriately chronic lymphedema. The same document highlights three phases in the 

optimal conservative treatment: decongestion, stabilization and maintenance. It is fundamental that these 

phases are developed and delivered by appropriately trained centers. Another fundamental step forward 

will be represented by the creation of globally accepted lymphoedema staging systems, and by the 

establishment of clear therapeutic protocols that can be delivered by appropriately trained healthcare 

professionals. This has the potential to greatly improve the delivery and care of these patients. For 

example, in advanced fibrotic stages, compression therapy will not be as satisfactory as in early 

lymphoedema, while CDP performed by healthcare workers with different training will lead to different 

outcomes. Whenever managing lymphedema, it is mandatory to make a distinction between primary and 

secondary cases, which are to be approached differently.305,306 It should also be considered that 

secondary cases can actually be manifestations of “latent primary” conditions that become clinically 

apparent following an acute event. Early diagnosis and characterization of the type of lymphedema are 

fundamental, and innovative diagnostic tools, such as bioimpedance, can be of assistance in this. It must 

be highlighted that diuretics, often over-prescribed, are contraindicated in pure obstructive lymphedema. 

Empirically, it appears there is a future for the role of pharmacotherapy in this field, particularly as 

increasing knowledge of lymphoedema pathophysiology is gathered; nonetheless, at this stage, clear 

evidence in this field is lacking. CDP and surgery are not alternatives, rather synergistic approaches in 

the management of the lymphoedema patient, and appropriate phrasing should be encouraged in the 

future on this topic: indeed, surgery should complement CDP when the decongestion phase has not been 

able to reach the best possible outcome, which is different from the usually defined CDP failure. 

Lymphedema is a chronic condition, often compared to diabetes in terms of mandatory adaptation of 

patient life-style once appropriate therapy has led to an optimal decongestion. Only following these 

principles and obtaining optimal patient compliance, it will be possible to guarantee a stable long-lasting 

therapeutic result.  
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KEY MESSAGES 

• Homogeneous data collection is generally lacking in lymphedema assessment. 

• Complex Decongestive Physiotherapy (CDP) definition. GCS is recommended globally, but with 

different pressure levels.  

• Intermittent pneumatic compression (IPC) is generally recognized as part of the therapeutic protocol, 

though never as a “stand-alone” treatment. 

• Mesotherapy for  lymphedema has only been quoted by ISL and Latin American guidelines,  

highlighting the unclear benefit and the potential for harm. 

• General agreement is reported regarding the use of lymphatic surgery only when conservative 

management has not been satisfactory.  

• Adjustable compression wraps demonstrated preliminary evidence of benefit. 

 

SUGGESTED RESEARCH TOPICS 

• Globally recognized objective staging system and nomenclature for lymphedema. 

• Identification of a uniform and internationally recognized training requirement for health professionals 

involved with lymphedema management. 

• CDP cost-effectiveness analysis. 

• Intermittent pneumatic compression standardization protocols and investigations using homogeneous 

devices so to avoid the bias of the different instrumentation. 

• Comparative, multicenter, long terms studies of different surgical techniques. 

• International consensus on mesotherapy and on pharmacotherapy.  
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11. VENOUS THROMBOSIS MANAGEMENT  

 

TOPICS: 

1. Superficial Venous Thrombosis (SVT) 

2. Calf Vein Deep Venous Thrombosis (DVT) 

3. Cancer associated DVT 

4. Extended low dose anticoagulation treatment to reduce the risk of recurrent DVT 

 

ANALYSED GUIDELINES 

• UK 2012-2015: National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE).123 

• GLOBAL 2013: International Consensus Statement from combined Cardiovascular Disease 

Educational and Research Trust, European Venous Forum, North American Thrombosis Forum, 

International Union of Angiology and International Union of Phlebology (ICS).241 

• USA 2016: American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP).122  

• ASIA 2017: Malaysian VTE prevention and treatment guideline (MOHM).121 

• EUR 2018: European Society of Cardiology guidelines (ESC).246 

 

 

CURRENT INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ANALYSIS 

 

1. Superficial Venous Thrombosis 

SVT most commonly occurs in the great saphenous vein (GSV) and its tributaries, and proximity to the 

sapheno-femoral junction (SFJ) is associated with likelihood of progression to DVT.307 Few English-

speaking guidelines address SVT. Only the International Consensus Statement (ICS) from combined 

Cardiovascular Disease Educational and Research Trust, European Venous Forum, North American. 

Thrombosis Forum, International Union of Angiology and Union Internationale du Phlebologie and the 
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American College of Chest Physician’s (ACCP) 2012 VTE guidelines offer recommendations on 

optimal treatment.  Both guidelines recommend treatment of SVT < 3 cm from the SFJ be treated with 

systemic anticoagulation (as for a lower extremity DVT) and those >3cm from the SFJ and >3 cm length 

with prophylactic dose fondaparinux over low molecular weight heparin (LMWH).241,308 Treatment 

duration was recommended to be 45 days (ACCP)308 or 4 weeks (ISC).241The data underlying these 

recommendations largely arises from the CALISTO trial. This trial, the largest randomized double-blind 

trial to date, compared outcomes following 45 days of prophylactic fondaparinux versus placebo for 

SVT treatment. Fondaparinux significantly reduced the rate of DVT/PE by 85% and was associated with 

lower rates of extension and recurrence without an increased incidence of major bleeding.309  

 

2. Calf Vein DVT 

Isolated calf vein DVT is a common clinical entity, comprising 30-50% of DVT diagnosed by 

ultrasound.310,311 Unlike the treatment of proximal (ilio-femoral and femoral-popliteal) DVT, which has 

been studied rigorously via multiple randomized control trials over several decades, there is a paucity of 

trial data to guide therapy for calf vein DVT.  Approximately 6% of patients with calf vein DVT not 

treated with anticoagulation suffered thromboembolic complication in the contemporary CALTHRO 

trial.  In contrast, this has been reported to be as high as 29% in historical series.312,313 Risk factors 

associated with thromboembolic complications include positive D-dimer, extensive thrombosis (>7mm 

in maximum diameter, >5 cm in length, multiple vessels), proximity to proximal popliteal vein, no 

identifiable reversible risk factors, active cancer, personal VTE history and inpatient status. 

The uncertain natural history and lack of trial data for this common condition are reflected in the 

heterogeneity of published treatment recommendations.  In total, one VTE guideline (ACCP) and two 

consensus statements (ISC and European Society of Cardiology, [ESC]) address calf vein DVT and 

range from favouring serial imaging to favouring anticoagulation.122,241,246  The ACCP guidelines 

recommend serial imaging unless the patient has severe symptoms or risk factors (as previously 

listed).122 The ICS consensus document recommends 3 months of anticoagulation unless a 
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contraindication is present, under which condition serial ultrasounds are recommended.241 The ESC 

recommends a graduated approach: that high risk patients undergo anticoagulation for 3 months, 

whereas low risk patients be treated with shorter duration (4-6 weeks), prophylactic dose, or followed 

with serial ultrasound.246 

 

3. Cancer associated DVT 

Active malignancy represents  the strongest VTE risk factors, accounting for significant morbidity and 

mortality in this vulnerable patient population.314 Multiple open-labelled trials in the 2000s 

demonstrated improved efficacy of LMWH over VKAs for prevention of VTE in this patient 

population. In a recent Cochrane meta-analysis, pooled results of 7 trials confirmed this finding, albeit 

with no difference in overall survival, bleeding or thrombocytopenia.315 The robustness and consistency 

in this data is reflected in 5 VTE guidelines and consensus statements. All five (ISC, ESC, ACCP, 

NICE, and MOHM) recommend LMWH for initial and long term (3-6 months) therapy of VTE in 

cancer patients.121,122,123,241,246 Practical concerns over LMWH in this patient population include the 

feasibility and quality of life with long-term parenteral therapy and lack of safety and efficacy outcomes 

with indefinite therapy. 

 

4. Extended low dose anticoagulation treatment to reduce the risk of recurrent DVT 

The use of extended low dose anticoagulation therapy for VTE has not been addressed fully in 

guidelines, as there is insufficient data to make firm recommendations at this time.   

Extended anticoagulant therapy is traditionally considered under the following circumstances: previous 

VTE, thrombophilias associated with a high risk of recurrence and unprovoked (idiopathic) VTE. 

Unprovoked first-time VTE remains amongst the most difficult clinical scenarios to manage, as one 

must balance the competing risks and implications of recurrent VTE and major bleeding. D-dimer and 

repeat duplex testing have both been advocated as useful tests to determine risk of recurrence with 

cessation of anticoagulation amongst these patients.122,316 The use of repeat serial lower extremity 
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ultrasound to determine the state of the thrombosed veins has been studied, with the assumption that if 

the veins are occluded with fibrotic scar tissue, flow will be sluggish and the risk of recurrent VTE 

elevated. The data to support these strategies is modest at best, with ISC, ACCP and ESC documents all 

acknowledging that there may be a role for such investigations, but recognizing that data is insufficient 

to make a recommendation.122,241,246  In contrast, the MOHM guidelines recommend against D-dimer or 

repeat duplex after completion of anticoagulant therapy.121 

 

SIGNIFICANT NEW DATA RELATED TO THE MEETING DISCUSSION 

 

1. Superficial Venous Thrombosis 

Both fondaparinux and LMWHs are administered subcutaneously, which can be inconvenient, painful 

and lead to decreased compliance.317 In recent years, the rapid adoption of direct oral anticoagulants 

(DOACs) for a variety of indications have naturally lead to the question as to whether DOACs may 

offer comparable results. This hypothesis was tested recently in the SURPRISE trial, a randomized, 

open-label trial enrolling 472 patients.  A departure from the CALISTO trial, which had excluded 

patients with history of malignancy treated within the last 6 months, the SURPRISE trial was designed 

to include patients at highest risk for VTE, including patients with cancer.  The rationale for this 

approach were findings from cost-effectiveness analysis of the CALISTO trial which found that the 

overall low rate of thromboembolic events translated to high cost with modest benefit (one life saved for 

5,000 treated).318 In SURPRISE, patients were included only if they had a supragenual location and one 

of the following risk factors associated with a higher rate of thromboembolic complications: age >65 

years, male sex, history of venous thromboembolism (VTE), previous cancer and absence of varicose 

veins.319 When comparing 6-weeks of prophylactic fondaparinux to daily rivaroxaban (10mg qday), 

rivaroxaban was non-inferior to fondaparinux in the prevention of DVT, PE, and progression or 

recurrence of SVT.243 Rivaroxaban therapy was postulated to be a less expensive and a more patient-

friendly treatment for SVT.  In the "high risk" SVT patients in this study thromboembolic events 
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increased after the end of the active treatment in both treatment groups. This was different from Calisto 

trial with a lower risk profile in the participants.  In further studies the question, if "high risk" SVT 

patients need a prolonged treatment or if higher anticoagulation doses should be investigated. 

Certainly, the rising cost of healthcare and the release of the SURPRISE trial have raised several 

important considerations about the treatment for SVT. Namely, should a SVT prognostic scoring system 

be adopted, to better select therapy for patients?  A prognostic scoring system would take into account 

characteristics of the SVT (extent of superficial thrombosis, patient related risk factors, risk for 

progression to VTE), severity of the SVT and potential for VTE, duration of therapy, and 

socioeconomic considerations. Days of treatment adds to cost, and it would be worthwhile considering a 

shorter duration of therapy in the next major SVT treatment trial.  Finally, patient reported outcomes are 

notably absent in SVT treatment trials, and in pursuing the most cost-effective therapy, the end 

consumer (the patient) should not be ignored.320 

 

2. Calf Vein DVT 

Withholding anticoagulation in outpatients with suspected calf vein DVT if serial compression 

ultrasound is negative for proximal DVT at baseline and then again at 1 week results in 3 months pooled 

estimate thromboembolic risk of 0.6%.321 Given these findings, the recently completed Compression 

Alone Versus Anticoagulation for Symptomatic Calf Vein Thrombosis Diagnosed by Ultrasonography 

(CACTUS) trial was performed with the goal of assessing the safety of withholding anticoagulant 

treatment in patients with isolated symptomatic calf vein DVT at low risk for proximal extension/VTE 

(no personal VTE history or active malignancy).322 To date, the CACTUS trial is the only randomized, 

placebo-controlled study examining calf vein DVT. LMWH did not reduce proximal extension or VTE 

and resulted in increased bleeding complications. A limitation of this study is that it was underpowered 

for its endpoints, as only 259 patients enrolled and the calculated power required was 572 patients.   

 Despite poor enrolment, the CACTUS trial signifies major progress in one of VTE’s most 

debated topics: it represents the first effort to rigorously study treatment algorithms for this common 
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condition and adds to accumulating data to suggest that avoiding anticoagulation may be a safer and 

more cost effective option for low risk patients.  Data from smaller studies evaluating low risk patients 

with calf vein DVT suggests that shorter duration (1 month) and intensity (full dose LMWH x1 week 

and ½ dose for 3 weeks) had a low recurrence and VTE complication rate, raising the provocative 

question as to whether patients at high risk need to be treated with the same paradigm as proximal 

DVT.320 A well-designed clinical trial enrolling high risk patients with differing treatment regimens for 

calf vein DVT would represent a logical next step. The frustrating question of how to treat the incidental 

diagnosis of calf vein DVT in an asymptomatic patient with risk factors remains yet to be answered. 

 

3. Cancer associated DVT 

Meta-analysis of cancer patients enrolled in phase 3 DOAC trials demonstrated the feasibility and safety 

of oral therapy in cancer patients, although this analysis was hampered by lack of comparison to 

LMWHs as the standard of care.324 Recently, rivaroxaban and edoxaban have been studied in patients 

with active malignancy. The Hokusai-VTE cancer trial enrolled 1050 patients with cancer associated 

VTE who were then randomized to the DOAC edoxaban compared to LMWH. Results from this trial 

demonstrated that the primary event (recurrent DVT or major bleeding) occurred in 12.8% in the 

edoxaban group and 13.5% in the LMWH group, meeting the endpoint of non-inferiority for DOAC 

compared to LMWH.325 Overall, a reduction in recurrent VTE events in the edoxaban group was offset 

by an increase in bleeding complications.  In subgroup analysis, bleeding risk associated with DOAC 

therapy was higher in patients with primary GI malignancy.325 A smaller RCT, SELECT-D, evaluated 

rivaroxaban compared to LMWH in patients with cancer associated VTE with similar findings: 

recurrent VTE was 4% in the rivaroxaban group versus 11% in the dalteparin group. This was 

accompanied by an increased rate of major bleeding in patients treated with rivaroxaban.326 As a result 

of this new information, the International Society of Thrombosis and Haemostasis, through its 

subcommittee, has recommended the use of DOACs in patients with cancer associated VTE but without 

GI cancer and in those with low bleeding risk.327 What remains unclear is where patient preferences will 
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align with regards to tolerance for risk, (bleeding versus thrombosis), and whether there is a way to best 

select patients for a particular treatment regimen. A more nuanced understanding of patient and disease 

specific risk factors for bleeding may improve therapy selection. 

 

4. Extended low dose anticoagulation treatment 

The advent of the DOACs has reinvigorated the paradigm of low dose anticoagulation to improve the 

risk-benefit profile of extended therapy via decreased bleeding risk.  Historically, treatment with low-

dose VKAs resulted in similar bleeding profile to standard therapy.328 More recently, both treatment and 

thromboprophylaxis doses of rivaroxaban and apixaban have been shown to be more effective in 

prevention of VTE recurrence with no increased risk of bleeding compared to placebo or ASA.329,330 

Interestingly, the WARFASA and ASPIRE trials  have  also demonstrated a reduced risk of VTE 

recurrence in patients treated with aspirin compared to placebo.331,332 However, this decrease in the risk 

of VTE recurrence with ASA was much less than with low-dose DOACs. 330,331 Indeed, network meta-

analysis have shown that some DOACs have the most favourable profiles compared to warfarin, and 

aspirin.333,334 While evidence exists that lower dose anticoagulants may effectively reduce VTE 

recurrence, the most effective therapy with the safest treatment profile and lowest cost is still being 

debated.  

 

DISCUSSION 

Following a half century of sluggish progress, anticoagulant treatment for the DVT patient has abruptly 

become a rapidly evolving, expansive and progressive field. The diverging recommendations by the 

guidelines and consensus statements reviewed in this conference reflect a rapidly advancing standard of 

care that can be difficult for even the seasoned clinician to interpret and implement into day to day 

practice.  We have identified the most impactful studies as they relate to SVT, calf vein DVT, cancer 

associated DVT and extended thromboprophylaxis and identified recent trends in anticoagulation in the 

context of current standard of care (Table 11.1.). It is our hope that this may serve as a pragmatic guide.   
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Tab.11.1: New trends in anticoagulation in venous patients. 

 

Despite incredible advancements in terms of large scale clinical trials and drug development over the 

last decade, a multitude of unanswered questions in anticoagulation pharmacy still remain. As oncologic 

care has progressed towards more targeted therapies, a natural question arises as to whether personalized 

treatment for DVT should exist?  To date, all agents effective against VTE carry significant bleeding 

risk, but promising data from first in man human selectin inhibition trials suggest that a safer alternative 

might be possible.  Finally, the role of inflammation and innate immunity in the pathogenesis of VTE 

and its role in therapy remains undefined: what is the mechanism by which statins decrease thrombotic 

risk?  Do the DOACs have the same anti-inflammatory effect as heparins? Has the skin become a 

forgotten mediator of post thrombotic inflammation? Are glycosaminoglycans an unexplored target in 

the vein wall and their potential benefits in reducing recurrent VTE and inflammation?  These questions 

highlight important, evolving concepts in the next chapter of venous thrombosis research, and the 

opportunity for future research to find answers to these important and intriguing questions in the hope to 

reduce VTE potential and recurrence, while lowering bleeding risk, and always ascertaining the value 

and benefit to our patients.  

 

 
Current (or Historical) Standard of Care New Trend 

Superficial venous thrombosis Fondaparinux (1st line) or LMWH (2nd line) for 4-

6 weeks 

Oral therapy (rivaroxaban) as 1st line 

Risk stratification for better cost-benefit ratio 

Calf vein DVT Anticoagulation or serial duplex imaging for 

symptomatic low-risk patients 

Serial imaging for symptomatic low risk patients 

Cancer associated DVT LMWH for initial and long term therapy DOACs for initial and long term therapy in select 

patients with low bleeding risk 

Extended duration therapy for unprovoked 

VTE 

Long term full dose anticoagulation with VKAs Long term prophylactic dosing with rivaroxaban 

or apixaban or ASA. 
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KEY MESSAGES 

• International guidelines recommendations for superficial venous thrombosis management are limited 

and heterogeneous.  

• Recommendations for distal DVT anticoagulation are extremely heterogeneous in the different 

guidelines.  

• All analysed guidelines recommend LMWH for initial and long term (3-6 months) therapy of VTE in 

cancer patients.121,122,123,241,246  

• The use of extended low dose anticoagulation therapy for VTE has not been addressed fully in 

guidelines, as there is insufficient data to make firm recommendations at this time.  

• Patient reported outcomes are notably absent in SVT treatment trials, and in pursuing the most cost-

effective therapy, the end consumer (the patient) should not be ignored. 

• While evidence exists that lower dose anticoagulants may effectively reduce VTE recurrence, the most 

effective therapy with the safest treatment profile and lowest cost is still being debated. 

 

SUGGESTED RESEARCH TOPICS 

• Internationally recognized protocols for DVT and SVT ultrasound monitoring along time. 

• Internationally recognized protocols for upper limb SVT management. 

• Clinical trial enrolling high risk patients with differing treatment regimens for calf vein DVT. 

• Glycosaminoglycans as an unexplored target in the vein wall and their potential benefits in reducing 

recurrent VTE and inflammation. 

 

12. SCIENTIFIC WORK LIMITATIONS 

One of the main topics treated in this global analysis is the lower limb chronic venous disease (CVD) 

management. One of the most challenging issues is the report of the different international indications to 

CVD treatment. Indeed, not only significantly different indications are present, but also the same definition 

of “indication” and of “treatment” is lacking a proper globally accepted connotation.  
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Indeed, it should be specified if the indication is the one related to a governmental/insurance related 

scenario, or if it is related to the aim of a clinical result. Even more, it should be specified if the indication is 

strictly bond to a purely signs/symptoms associated clinical presentation, or if the aesthetic component can 

have a determinant role. 

As reported by McKinlay, every nation can present significant variability in indication to treatment for 

whatever pathology, based not just on the economic organization of the same country, but also on patient 

and provider characteristics.335 

The above described difficulty becomes particularly evident whenever considering that some nations are 

faster than other in adapting their health reimbursement plan based also on the most recent evidence based 

data: for example, venous active drugs can be reimbursed even in the milder disease stages in some 

countries, while not reimbursed in other countries even for the most severe clinical classes.336,337  

A deep analysis of all the different countries reimbursement policies and scientific socities indication to 

treatment is above the scope of this scientific work.  

Main endpoint of this international experts gathering and consensus has been to picture the current situation 

in terms of similarities and controversies in current global guidelines.  

Following this first analysis, international venous and lymphatic societies are encouraged to foster a 

stronger inter-societies teamwork, so to promote more homogeneous guidelines, so leading also to more 

similar indications to treatment around the world.  

A bias can be found in the selection of the same experts whenever dealing with guidelines, expert opinions 

and recommendations in general,.  

Indeed, the same recommendations can be influenced by personal judgment and experience, as well as by 

geographical origin.338  

In order to limit this last aspect, all the experts involved in the present work have curricula including major 

scientific roles in guidelines and scientific research on the specific working group topic they participated in. 

In order to guarantee global representation, all the working groups had at least 5 experts each, coming from 

different continents.  
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All the continents enjoyed proper representation, except Africa. Unfortunately, apart a significantly top 

quality venous and lymphatic scientific level present in Egypt, grouped in two main societies, no other 

group of experts was found in the other African countries, despite the attempt done of reaching out to local 

doctors. Indeed, at the v-WINter congress, a project aimed to reach out more actively to African countries 

vein and lymphatic experts was proposed and is now in progress.  

The narrative rather than systemic revision nature of the present work could be considered a potential 

limitation as well.  

The reason of this methodology choice is to be found in the main endpoint of the same work, which is not to 

lead to a final recommendation based on the evidence-based data, rather to depict the current heterogeneity 

in the different recommendations from the different countries, and even from the same country different 

organizations.  

Moreover, a narrative revision, compared to a systemic one, presents the advantage of reporting the insight 

of experts opinions, taking into account intuitive and experiential perspective, ultimately fueling future 

research direction.339 

Indeed, the authors hope is that the present document can represent a starting point for future systemic 

revisions, leading to more homogeneous international guidelines.  

The present work focused mainly on international societies recommendations rather than on 

governmental/insurance recommendations: indeed the aim remains a first “call to the scientific army” for 

evaluating the current controversies in global recommendations, so to set a ground zero from where building 

proper indications, involving subsequently also the policy makers and insurances delegates.  
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